Executive
Minutes of the meeting held on Wednesday 12 February 2020 at the Town Hall,
Royal Leamington Spa, at 6.00pm.
Present: Councillors Day (Leader), Cooke, Falp, Grainger, Hales, Matecki, Norris
and Rhead
Also present: Councillors: Boad (Liberal Democrat Group Observer), Nicholls
(Chair of Finance & Audit Scrutiny Committee); Davison (Chair of Overview &
Scrutiny Committee) and Heath (Whitnash Residents Association Group Observer)
103.

Declarations of Interest
Minute Number 115 - Future Funding for Warwick Tourist Information Centre
Councillor Grainger declared an interest because she was a Warwick Town
Councillor and left the room whilst the item was discussed.

104.

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting held on 18 December 2019 were taken as read
and signed by the Chairman as a correct record.
Part 2
(Items upon which a decision by Council was not required)

105.

Adopting a Definition of Anti-Semitism
The Executive considered a report from the Chief Executive seeking approval
to adopt the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) definition
of Anti-Semitism as part of the Council’s and the wider Community Safety
Partnership’s Strategy relating to Hate Crime.
Regrettably, Anti-Semitism had seen resurgence in the wider community in
the UK and elsewhere as part of a growing phenomenon of Hate Crime. All
Local Authorities had been requested by the Government to account for their
position in relation to the definition of Anti-Semitism.
Anti-Semitism was a prejudice that should be actively opposed by the
Council, especially given that 2020 was the 75th anniversary of the discovery
of the first concentration camps at the end of World War 2. Whilst the
Council had not experienced such activity in relation to its services and
activities and had not felt the need to adopt any formal definition of AntiSemitism, it was felt that the Council needed to make its stance absolutely
clear by formally agreeing the widely acknowledged definition of AntiSemitism produced by the IHRA, based in Stockholm, attached at Appendix 1
to the report, and the Government be informed accordingly. This was an
approach consistent with the Council’s stated values.
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In terms of alternative options, the Executive could decide not to adopt the
statement but this inferred that it did not wish to support steps against AntiSemitism.
The IHRA’s definition was the accepted international definition of AntiSemitism and whilst other organisations had attempted to find alternative
definitions, this had either proved elusive or created more anxiety amongst
the Jewish community. The definition referred to was adopted by the UK
Government in 2016.
The Overview & Scrutiny Committee supported the recommendation in the
report and recommended that the following two caveats should be included
in the definition of Anti-Semitism:
1. It is not Anti-Semitic to criticise the Government of Israel, without
additional evidence to suggest Anti-Semitic intent.
2. It is not Anti-Semitic to hold the Israeli Government to the same
standards as other liberal democracies, or to take a particular interest in the
Israeli Government’s policies or actions, without additional evidence to
suggest Anti-Semitic intent.
The Executive were required to vote on this proposal because it included a
recommendation from the Scrutiny Committee.
With the agreement of the Leader, Mr Mond addressed the Executive for five
minutes, on behalf of Justice for Palestinians Group (JFP).
Councillor Falp thanked the Overview & Scrutiny Committee and welcomed
the amendment and proposed the report as laid out.
Resolved that
(1)

the International Holocaust Remembrance
Alliance’s definition of Anti-Semitism attached at
Appendix 1 to the report, be adopted, subject to
two amendments to the definition of AntiSemitism, to include:
(1)

It is not Anti-Semitic to criticise the
Government of Israel, without additional
evidence to suggest Anti-Semitic intent; and

(2)

It is not Anti-Semitic to hold the Israeli
Government to the same standards as other
liberal democracies, or to take a particular
interest in the Israeli Government’s policies
or actions, without additional evidence to
suggest Anti-Semitic intent.

(The Portfolio Holders for this item were Councillors Day and Falp)
Forward Plan Reference 1,114
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Part 1
(Items upon which a decision by Council was required)
106. Urgent Item - Nomination for the Appointment of Chairman and ViceChairman of the Council for the Municipal Year 2020/21
Recommended to Council that Councillor Ashford be
appointed as Chairman of the Council and Councillor
Redford be appointed as Vice-Chairman of the Council
for the Municipal Year 2020/2021.
(The Portfolio Holder for this item was Councillor Day)
Forward Plan Reference 1,106
107.

Business Strategy 2020-2023
The Executive considered a report from the Deputy Chief Executive (AJ)
seeking its recommendation to Council of the Business Strategy 2020-2023
and agreement that reporting on the Strategy’s progress should be to
Executive every six months.
At its meeting of 3 October 2019, Members agreed that the Draft Business
Strategy should be consulted upon. As a reminder, the Strategy had been
constructed around five key themes:






responding to the Council’s Climate Emergency declaration;
transforming the Council’s working practices and business processes,
utilising technology and enabling digital services to reduce costs;
maximising income by taking a more entrepreneurial approach to
income generation and developing new income streams;
investing in the Council’s built assets to enhance service delivery and/
or increase the financial return; and
supporting the local economy to produce high quality jobs and
increase the prosperity of the District.

Following the consultation phase, the Strategy was amended and was
submitted at Appendix A to the report for Executive’s endorsement and
recommendation to Council for approval.
On the agenda for the meeting, Minute Numbers 108, 109 and 110, there
were three items which were critical to the delivery of the Business Strategy:
General Fund 2020/21 Budgets and Council Tax; HRA Rent Setting 2020/21;
and Climate Change Emergency Action Plan. These reports proposed the
resources necessary to deliver the overall Strategy and specifically the
actions and resources necessary to respond to the Council’s Climate
Emergency declaration.
Sitting under the Business Strategy were the specific actions which delivered
the Strategy’s objectives. These actions would be detailed in the annual
Service Area Plans, which for the programme of work 2020-2021, would be
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submitted to the March 2020 Executive. It was proposed that progress
against the actions would be reported to Executive twice-yearly.
In terms of alternative options, none were considered as it was essential that
the Council was clear about its priorities and how it would go about achieving
them.
Councillor Day proposed the report as laid out.
Recommended to Council the approval of the
Business Strategy 2020-2023 as at Appendix A to the
report and minutes.
Resolved that subject to Council approving the
recommendation above, the actions required to deliver
the Business Strategy be detailed in the Council’s seven
annual Service Area Plans with the first year’s
programme of work submitted for approval to the
March 2020 Executive, and that progress against the
actions be reported twice-yearly.
(The Portfolio Holder for this item was Councillor Day)
Forward Plan Reference 1,113
108.

2020/21 General Fund Budget and Council Tax
The Executive considered a report from Finance informing Members on the
Council’s financial position and bringing together the latest and original
Budgets for 2019/20 and 2020/21, as well as the Medium Term Forecasts
until 2024/25. It advised upon the net deficit from 2024/25 and the savings
required to balance future years’ Budgets. The report would be presented to
Full Council, alongside a separate Report recommending the overall Council
Tax Charges 2020/21 for Warwick District Council.
The report presented a balanced Budget for 2020/21, something which the
Council had been able to achieve without having to reduce the services it
provided. This had been the case for many years as a result of the Fit for the
Future Programme it had adopted. Once again, it had not had to rely on New
Homes Bonus to support core revenue spending and had been able to
allocate this funding to supporting specific project work, while also
replenishing reserves.
The Council forecasted to achieve a surplus on its 2019/20 Budget. However,
the Council’s financial projections showed that further savings needed to be
secured to mitigate the deficit forecasted from 2020/21 onwards.
The core increase proposed for Council Tax for 2020/21 was £5 per annum at
Band D, in line with the maximum permitted under the relevant Council Tax
Regulations.
However, in view of the Climate Emergency declared by the Council, it was
proposed to create a Climate Emergency Reserve to go towards funding the
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items within the Climate Emergency Report on the agenda. It proposed to
increase Council Tax by a further £1 per week at Band D, £52 per annum,
which would enable approximately £2.9m to be allocated to the new reserve
in 2020/21, and similar sums in subsequent years.
If this increase was agreed by Council on 26 February, as this increase in
Council Tax would be classed as excessive, it would be necessary for the
Council to hold a referendum and obtain a “yes” vote before being able to
maintain the increase.
An authority proposing to set an excessive council tax level was also required
to make substitute calculations, which would take effect if the proposed
amount of council tax was rejected in a referendum, and these were
attached to the report.
Based on the above assumptions, it was proposed to recommend a revenue
budget of £20.205m for 2020/21, which would result in an increase in
Council Tax of £57.00 per Band D property. Substitute calculations were also
made, based on a £5.00 increase resulting in a revenue budget of £17.301m.
This was set out in the Appendix A to the report.
In terms of Mandatory Obligations, by law, the Council had to set a balanced
budget before the start of the financial year. As part of this process, it
needed to levy a council tax from its local tax payers to contribute to
financing General Fund expenditure.
It was considered prudent to think of the medium term rather than just the
following financial year, taking into account the longer term implications of
decisions in respect of 2019/20. Hence, Members received a five-year
Financial Strategy, Capital Programme and Reserves Schedule.
The Local Government Act 2004, Section 3, stated that the Council had to set
an authorised borrowing limit. The CIPFA Code for Capital Finance in Local
Authorities stated that the Council should annually approve Prudential
Indicators.
The Chief Financial Officer was required to report on the robustness of the
estimates made and the adequacy of the proposed financial reserves, and
this statement was added at Appendix 1 to the report.
In terms of the 2019/20 Revenue Budget, within the Base Budget report
considered by the Executive in December 2019, the 2019/20 Budget showed
a surplus of £469,400. A number of changes were made to the Base Budget
since, with the most notable being:
(a) Appraisal software licence to support new housing / asset projects,
funded 50:50 between the Housing Revenue Account and General Fund
(£10,000 p.a. recurring being the GF cost).
(b) Savings made within Neighbourhood Services following reviews of
existing budgets £11,500 and within Policy and Projects following the
release of an Earmarked Reserve relating to the unsuccessful Channel 4
bid £14,500.
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(c) A backdated reduction in income from the General Markets contract
following overpayments (£26,600).
(d) New contract for insurance premium – saving on the contract would be
an additional £41,000 in 2019/20 (GF element), on top of the £50,000
saving reported in the December Executive Report.
(e) Elections printing, postage, tablets for Electoral registration and the
December By-Elections costs £77,000.
(f) Additional budget to support the ongoing Christmas lights and events
expenditure £45,000.
(g) Additional recurring Car Parking management costs for the National
Bowls Championships £7,000.
(h) Increased Private Sector Housing / Homelessness legal fees £28,000
recurring.
(i) The Quarter 2 surplus (reported to Executive November 2019) had been
allocated to top up the Contingency Reserve (£125,000). From this
£60,000 had been used for the Masters House urgent repairs, and
£56,000 used to fund a temporary Principal Accountant post to support
Final Accounts, agreed at November 2019 Executive meeting.
The 2019/20 budget showed a projected surplus of £202,000, which was
allocated to the Business Rate Retention Volatility Reserve, the treatment of
which was considered in Section 3.13 of the report.
In terms of the 2020/21 Revenue Budget, the Base Budget report showed
that the 2020/21 budget had an estimated deficit of (£460,600). The
following notable changes had subsequently been made to this base budget:















new contract for insurance premium – saving on the contract would be an
additional £34,800 per annum (GF element), on top of the £50,000 saving
reported in the December 2019 Executive Report;
reduction in market contract income (£6,600 recurring) under the terms of
the General Market Contract;
cleaning contract recurrent savings (£26,300 recurring);
increase in gas supply contract costs (£21,600 recurring);
observer status of the West Midlands Combined Authority (£25,000
recurring);
Senior Management Team Review as agreed by December Employment
Committee (£47,000 recurring);
new Planning Policies Assistant (£33,000 recurring);
recruitment costs for Head of ICT and Climate Emergency Programme
Director (£20,000);
fixed term HR Business Partner (£34,000);
Newbold Comyn grounds maintenance contract costs (£40,000 one-off),
pending current review of future use;
estimated increased cost of new Financial Management Systems (£40,000
recurring);
VE Day Celebrations – additional funding to be awarded by Community
Forums (£8,000 one-off, £10,00 per Forum);
increased use of planning consultancy (£47,000 recurring);
Housing restructure – This was agreed at Employment Committee in
December 2019, and due to commence in April (£55,700);
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establishment of a 2020/21 contingency budget to support unavoidable
growth (£200,000);
Kenilworth Wardens – The November 2019 Executive agreed to advance
£300k to Kenilworth Wardens Cricket Club to help facilitate submit a
planning application and achieve all the necessary consents for its relocation.
Whilst there would be a charge on their land as security, there was no
certainty when the Council would benefit from this. Consequently, it was
proposed to include this in the 2020/21 Budget;
Kenilworth Rugby Club – similar to Kenilworth Wardens, the Rugby Club also
required advance funding. Again, this was proposed to be included in the
2020/21 Budget. Phasing of funding was proposed so that this was in due
course funded from the 2021/22 New Homes Bonus. There was a further
report to come on this in March 2020, to seek Council approval.
Committee Subsistence - In recognition of the length of some scrutiny
committee meetings, the Executive wished to provide buffet refreshment
before these meetings. Based on quote from the current provider and
recognising the price increase in this from April, this was anticipated to be at
a cost of £2,500 per annum.
Following on from the 2019 Triennial revaluation of the Warwickshire Local
Government Pension Fund, the employer contribution rates for 2020/21 to
2022/23 were agreed. These represented an increase from 19.6% to 19.9%
which was factored into the budget. The Council had the opportunity to pay
all three years’ employer contributions up front in April 2020, amounting to a
payment of £7.7m, using its cash balances. This represented a net saving of
approximately £100k per annum, after taking into account the cost of the
reduced investment interest. The accounting arrangements for this would
spread the cost over the relevant financial years. The main benefit from this
arrangement arose from the fact that the pension fund was able to invest the
funds as part of larger, longer term investments, and so achieve an
increased return over what the Council would achieve on cash balances.
These arrangements were proposed after discussion with the actuaries,
external auditors and lawyers. Other local authorities had followed this
approach in the past, with several of the Warwickshire Councils having
proposed to follow suit. The net saving from this was factored into the
2020/21 Budget and Medium Term Financial Strategy.
The projected Collection Fund Balance as of 31 March 2020 was calculated to
be a deficit of £1.8m. Whilst there had been new property growth in the
district, this was slower than anticipated when the tax base was set in
November 2018 for 2019/20. Warwickshire County Council and the
Warwickshire Police and Crime Commissioner were duly notified of their
shares on the 15 January 2020. Warwick District Council’s share was
£185,000. This was factored into the 2020/21 Budget as a one-off item.
Taking into account all known changes, the 2020/21 budget showed a deficit
of (£1.6m). The treatment of this was considered in section 3.13 of the
report.
In terms of the Local Government Finance Settlement, the Government
announced the provisional 2020/21 Finance Settlement in December. The
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Final settlement was expected to be confirmed shortly after, ahead of the
Council being due to agree its 2020/21 Budget and Council Tax in February.
No changes were expected to the Final settlement, but Members would be
duly informed if necessary.
Until 2018/19, the Council was in receipt of Revenue Support Grant. As with
most local authorities, this had been reduced in previous years as Councils
had become more reliant of funding from business rates and council tax.
2020/21 was originally planned to be a major year in respect of local
government finance as the following changes were due to come into place:
 2019 Fair Funding Review;
 new Business Rates Retention scheme based on 75% retained in local
government, in place of the current 50% scheme; and
 reset of the Business Rates Baselines to reflect changes in rates collected
locally since the scheme was introduced in April 2013.
In the autumn, it was announced that these changes were now planned for
2021/22.
In terms of Business Rates, under the Business Rate Retention Scheme, the
Council received approximately £5m per annum. Whilst the business rates
base was relatively stable, complexities within the Retention Scheme meant
that the element retained by the Council might have fluctuated substantially
year on year. The causes of these fluctuations were primarily:


Appeals – There were still many appeals awaiting determination by the
Valuation Office. An assessment of the success of these needed to be
made and suitable provision had been allowed for within the estimated
figures. Whilst it was hoped that this figure was suitably prudent, given
the size and nature of some of the appeals, there remained a risk. April
2017 saw the introduction of the new “Check, Challenge, Appeal” regime
seeking to expedite appeals and deter speculative appeals. Following
previous revaluations, backdated appeals continued to be lodged for
several years. The number of new appeals that came forward since April
2017 continued to be minimal. However, it was still expected that a
significant number of appeals would come forward in subsequent years
that would be backdated to 2017. It was necessary for an estimate of
these future appeals to be allowed for in the 2019/20 and 2020/21
Estimates.



Accounting for the “Levy” - Under the Business Rate Retention Scheme,
the timing of transactions, notably in respect of the “Levy” paid to central
government, would result in substantial swings in the net rates retained
by the Council in any specific year.

Due to these significant fluctuations in the business rates that the Council
was allowed to retain in any individual year, in common with most other local
authorities, it retained a Business Rate Retention Volatility Reserve. Since
2018, the balance on this reserve continued to grow and was forecast to be
£4.1m as at March 2025, prior to the use of this reserve discussed in
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paragraph 3.8.8 in the report. The need for this reserve was most significant
from April 2021 when the new Business Rate Retention Scheme was due to
come into place. From that date, it was expected that the Council’s share of
business rates would reduce to more closely align to the Baseline (which was
£3.4m) as it lost its share of increases to the business rate base. A reduction
in retained business rates was allowed for in the projections from 2021/22.
However, it was important that reserve funding was allowed for in case the
position from 2021/22 was worse than forecast.
Since the start of the Business Rate Retention Scheme, the Council had been
part of the Coventry and Warwickshire Business Rates Pool. By pooling, local
authorities were able to reduce the amount of the levy due to be paid to
Central Government, and retain more income centrally. For 2019/20 the
Council Business Rates Retentions figures included approximately £300k as
the gain from pooling for the year. The Executive agreed in the autumn that
the Council should seek to be part of the Pool for 2020/21. Within the
Provisional Finance Settlement, the Government proposed that the pools, as
explained above, would be able to continue for 2020/21.
The Business Rates Retention figures within the MTFS were believed to be
reasonably prudent, taking into account all the above factors. These figures
would continue to be reviewed and Members would be informed of changes
as the MTFS was presented in future reports.
In relation to Council Tax, as announced within the Provisional Local
Government Finance Settlement, District Councils could increase their share
of the Council Tax by the greater of up to 2% and £5 without triggering a
referendum. This was below the limits for 2019/20 where District Councils
could increase their element of council tax by the higher of 3% and £5. If the
Council was able to increase council tax in future years by 3%, this would
amount to a further £95k council tax income by 2024/25.
The national average council tax for District Councils was £189, and £230
including parish/town council precepts. This Council’s council tax charge for
2019/20 was £166.86 (excluding parish and town council precepts). This
Council’s charge was in the second lowest quartile (66/192) and when Town
and Parish Precepts were included, it fell within the lowest quartile (31/192).
The Council Tax Base was calculated in November 2019, with the Council’s
preceptors being notified accordingly. As reported to members in December
2019 within the Base Budget Report, the Tax Base for 2020/21 was
55,851.37 Band D Equivalents. This was a reduction of over 800 properties
to the figures previously factored into the Financial Strategy for 2020/21.
The reduced forecast growth in the tax base was factored into the MTFS. This
clearly impacted upon the Council’s estimated council tax income.
An increase in Council Tax of £5 per annum per Band D was proposed to
fund the Council’s core services, in line with the limits discussed above.
In view of the Climate Emergency declared by the Council in June 2019,
resources were required to finance the Climate Emergency Action Plan, as
detailed in a separate report on the Executive agenda. It was proposed to
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increase Council Tax by a further £1 per week at Band D, £52 per annum
which would enable approximately £2.9m to be allocated to a new Climate
Emergency Reserve in 2020/21, and similar sums in subsequent years.
The Council’s element of the Council Tax was calculated by taking its total
budget requirement, subtracting the Council’s element of Retained Business
Rates. This figure was divided by the 2020/21 tax base to derive the District
Council Band D Council Tax Charge.
The recommendations within the report produced a Band D Council Tax for
Warwick District (excluding parish/town council precepts) for 2020/21 of
£223.86, this being a £57 increase on that of 2019/20. Based on this
increase, the District’s element of the Council Tax for each of the respective
bands would be:

Band
Band
Band
Band
Band
Band
Band
Band

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

£
149.24
174.11
198.99
223.86
273.61
323.35
373.10
447.72

The £57 increase in council tax would generate an additional £280,000 in
2020/21 towards the cost of core services and £2.904m to the Climate
Emergency Reserve.
The Medium Term Financial Strategy included increases in council tax of £5
per annum in future years. This increase would go towards maintaining core
services, with the £52 additional charge continuing to provide funding for
Climate Emergency initiatives. It was important that the Council continued to
maintain this income base into future years. Costs would continue to face
inflationary increases. In addition, there remained threats to the Council’s
other income streams, most notably, its share of Business Rate Retention.
Parish and town councils throughout the District were asked to submit their
precepts for 2020/21 when informed of their Tax Bases. At the time of
writing the report, not all precepts had been confirmed. It was estimated
that the precepts would total just over £1,500,000 based on prior years. In
the Provisional Finance Settlement, the Government announced it would
continue to defer the setting of referendum principles for town and parish
councils. As in previous years, the Government indicated it would keep this
approach under review for future years.
If this increase of £57 at Band D for the District Council’s element was
agreed by Council on 26 February 2020, as this increase in Council Tax
would be classed as excessive, it would be necessary for the Council to hold
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a referendum and obtain a “yes” vote before being able to maintain the
increase for future years.
The Council Tax was set by aggregating the council tax levels calculated by
the major precepting authorities (the County Council and the Police and
Crime Commissioner) and the parish/town councils for their purposes with
those for this Council. The report to the Council Meeting on the 26 February
2020 would provide all the required details. This would be emailed to all
Members as soon as possible, following the Police and Crime Commissioner
and Warwickshire County Council meetings. At the time of writing the report,
it was assumed that all the Town/Parish Precepts had been returned. The
Council would then be in a position to:
(a) consider the recommendations from the Executive as to the Council
Tax for district purposes; and
(b)

formally to set the amount of the council tax for each Parish/Town, and
within those areas for each tax band, under Section 30 of the 1992
Local Government Finance Act.

Members had to bear in mind their fiduciary duty to the Council Taxpayers of
Warwick District Council. Members had a duty to seek to ensure that the
Council acted lawfully. They were under an obligation to produce a balanced
budget and had to not knowingly budget for a deficit. Members had to not
come to a decision that no reasonable authority could have come to,
balancing the nature, quality and level of services that they considered
should be provided, against the costs of providing such services.
Should Members have wished to propose additions or reductions to the
budget, on which no information was given in the report, they had to have
presented sufficient information on the justification for and consequences of
their proposals to enable the Executive (or the Council) to arrive at a
reasonable decision. The report set out relevant considerations for Members
to consider during their deliberations, including the statement at Appendix 1
to the report, from the Chief Financial Officer.
Section 106 of the Local Government Finance Act 1992 stated that any
Member who had not paid their Council Tax or any instalment for at least two
months after it became due and which remained unpaid at the time of the
meeting, had to declare that at the meeting and could not vote on any
matter relating to setting the budget or making of the Council Tax and
related calculations.
In relation to the New Homes Bonus, the Council’s New Homes Bonus (NHB)
for 2020/21 was £3.7m. This was an increase from the £3.4m awarded for
2019/20.
The NHB calculations were based on the following parameters:
• since 2018/19, funding was based on four years (previously six years);
and
• the baseline of 0.4% had continued for 2020/21. New Homes Bonus was
only awarded on growth above this level. For Warwick District Council,
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for 2020/21 the 0.4% baseline represents 257 dwellings. With the total
growth of 824 Band D properties, the 2020/21 allocation was based on
567 properties.
Within the Provisional Funding Settlement, the Government said that “legacy
payments” for 2020/21 would not continue, but prior legacy payments would
continue for 2021/22 and 2022/23. If this was unchanged, the Council would
expect to receive NHB of £2.2m in 2021/22 and £1.2m in 2022/23. However,
with the changes expected to local Government Finance in 2021/22, it was
possible that these legacy payments would not continue.
Up to the date of the report, the Council had used the money to fund various
schemes and initiatives and replenish some of its Reserves, and unlike many
local authorities, had not used NHB to support core services. It continued to
be the Council’s policy to exclude new Homes Bonus in projecting future
funding.
As in previous years, Waterloo Housing would receive part of this allocation
from their agreement with the Council to deliver affordable housing in the
District. £125,800 was due to be paid to Waterloo in 2020/21. Section 3.13
in the report detailed how it was proposed to allocate the Residual Balance
for 2019/20.
In relation to the Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS), when Members
approved the 2019/20 Budget in February 2019, the Medium Term Financial
Strategy showed that that the Council would be in deficit by £574,000 by
2023/24, as shown below.
2020/21

Deficit-Savings
Req(+)/Surplus(-)
future years
Change on previous
year

2021/22 2022/23

2023/24

£'000

£'000

£'000

£’000

330

1,025

456

574

330

695

-569

118

Since then, Members received later projections in the quarterly Budget
Review Reports in August and November 2019. These Budget Review
Reports highlighted any major changes.
One of the most significant changes between the forecasts presented to
Members in February of each year was always the impact of rolling the
forecasts forward a further year. Whilst there was additional income from an
increased Taxbase and the Band D charge, alongside the growth in the
Leisure Concessions Contract, this was more than offset by inflation and
other unavoidable commitments such as pensions.
There had been many changes to staffing budgets during the year which had
already been reported to Members. The most significant of these being the
Housing Restructure (£55,700), and increased use of causal employees, due
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to activity in the arts services (£40,000). Other salary budget changes
incurred a total of £154,700.
Income to the Council would increase less than that forecast in February
2019. The most notable reason for this was the reduction in growth in the
Tax Base from 2019/20 (£70,000). In addition, the increase in planning fees
of £250,000 included in the strategy last year were removed from 2019/20,
but were still within the Budget for 2020/21 onwards.
The following savings were re-profiled or removed to reflect more likely
timeframes:
•
•
•
•

Insurance premium savings from the new contract had increased by a
further £41,000 in 2019/20, being a recurring saving of £34,800 from
2020/21.
Senior Management Review removal of saving (£200,000) originally
forecast to start April 2022.
Town Hall transfer removal of saving (£85,000) saving previously
forecast to start April 2022.
Riverside House Relocation removed (£300,000) saving previously
forecast to start January 2021.

As reported to members in August 2019, if the Kenilworth Leisure
development works were to go ahead, this would present a significant
additional net revenue cost to the Council, estimated at £500k per annum
(subject to significant capital contributions from the Council’s current capital
resources). This mostly reflected the additional debt charges that would be
incurred on the borrowing to fund the works. A further report was due to the
Executive in the Summer/Autumn of 2020. At this time, more detailed costs
of the project should be known. Members would then be asked if they wished
to commit to the project. By factoring the additional £500k into the Medium
Term Financial Strategy from 2021/22, the level of savings to be found on a
recurring basis had increased by this level, as included in the table below.
Taking into account the above changes, the savings to be found within the
Medium Term Financial Strategy were:

Deficit-Savings
Req(+)/Surplus(-)
future years
Change on previous
year

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

£’000

1,600

987

1,922

1,868

1,762

-633

935

-54

-106

In the short term, it was proposed to use the Business Rate Retention
Volatility Reserve (BRRVR) to help smooth the savings that needed to be
secured. The BRRVR was forecasted to have an unallocated balance of £4.1m
as at 31 March 2025. It was proposed to fund the forecast surplus/deficit on
the General Fund for 2019/20 to 2022/23, leaving £522k needing to be
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found in 2022/23, from the BRRVR. This would require £3.145m to be
released from the BRRVR, so reducing the forecasted balance to £957k as at
March 2025. The impact of the extra contributions from the reserve were
shown below.
Business Rate Retention Volatility Reserve
2018/19
£000
B/F
Budgeted contribution to/from reserve
C/F
Extra contributions from reserve
Forecast Balance

2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
£000
£000
£000
£000
£000
£000

889
3,646
4,535

4,535
2,438
6,973

6,973
226
7,199
202

7,199
-1,581
5,618
-938

5,618
-809
4,808
-987

4,808
-406
4,402
-1,422

957

By utilising the BRRVR to fund the General Fund deficit in the short term, the
forecast adjusted deficit was as follows:

Deficit-Savings
Req(+)/Surplus(-)
future years
Change on previous
year

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

£’000

0

0

522

1,868

1,762

0

522

1,346

-106

New initiatives needed to be agreed as soon as possible to enable savings or
additional income to be generated in order to remove the forecast £1.8m
deficit. By using the BRRVR, the Council effectively bought itself some time
to get new initiatives in place but it needed to develop strategies for
balancing its budget over the medium to long term to create a sustainable
platform to deliver services. Like many other Councils, WDC began to look at
the potential returns from investments in property and other developments
in its boundary and wider economic geography, which would provide wider
economic benefits to the District. It also considered how to increase the
returns from investment in its Treasury Management strategy, within the
parameters of prudence, regulations and guidance from CIPFA.
Proposals were being developed in both areas and would be discussed in
2020 for incorporation into the budget as appropriate from 2021/22
onwards. The timetable for these considerations to be reported to Members
was:
•
•
•

4,402
-300
4,102

March 2020 - Treasury Management Strategy - annual update and
consideration of revised investment proposals.
April 2020 – Commercial Investment Strategy – proposals for a new
strategy.
September 2020 – report on further service transformation initiatives.
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In this context, it was worth stressing that it was not proposed to fund the
current projections in relation to the shortfall in the General Fund Budget and
the Medium Term Financial Strategy from the additional council tax income
from the £52 proposed increased. All additional income from this source
would be ring-fenced to fund Climate Emergency initiatives.
If the referendum on the excessive council tax increase was unsuccessful,
the balance to be found from the General Fund budget for future years would
not alter. However, the Council would need to identify different priorities/
allocations from its budget to enable it to pursue its Climate Emergency
initiatives.
In relation to Reserves and Balances, Members agreed that £1.5m should be
the minimum level for the core General Fund Balance. This balance would
support the Council for future unforeseen demands upon its resources. In
order to consider a reasonable level of general reserves, a risk assessment
was done and was contained at Appendix 4 to the report. This showed the
requirement for the General Fund balance of over £1.5 million against the
risks identified above.
The General Fund had many specific Earmarked Reserves. These were
attached at Appendix 5 to the report, showing the actual and projected
balances from April 2018, along with the purposes for which each reserve
was held. Finance and Audit Scrutiny Committee was especially asked to
scrutinise this element and pass comment to the Executive.
Those reserves which showed a significant change in the overall balance in
the period 1 April 2020 to 31 March 2024 were detailed below and were also
shown in Appendix 5 to the report:
1) Business Rates Volatility Reserve – This reserve smoothed out the receipt
of business rates income and contributions to the reserve. The use of this
reserve did reduce the forecast balance on this reserve to £957k. This
balance would not be allowed to go below this level, and should have
ideally been at a level of £2.5m. With the changes to Business Rates
from 2021/22, it was expected that the Coventry and Warwickshire
Business Rates Pool, as explained above, would need to be disbanded.
This should have released £1m of “Safety Net” funding which was being
held by the pool to the Council in 2021/22 to help support the balance on
this reserve. Until the balance on this reserve was increased to its
nominal level it would not be possible to make further contributions from
this reserve.
2) Car Parking Repairs and Maintenance Reserve – the balance on the
reserve was expected to be fully utilised by March 2021 due to the
continued funding of replacement pay & display ticket machines, and
essential maintenance.
3) Community Projects Reserve – this reserve was fully committed.
4) Corporate Asset Reserve – As discussed in the paragraph on PPM, this
reserve was forecast to have around £400k by the end of 2020/21.
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Further funding would be required for future years to maintain assets in
future years in line with the Asset Strategy.
5) ICT Replacement Reserve – this reserve would receive annual
contributions of £250,000, amounting to £1m over the period 2019/20 to
2023/24. The most up to date forecast for the replacement of the
Council’s ICT Equipment was attached at Appendix 6 to the report. If all
the items on the schedule were to be funded, further funding would be
required for future years.
6) Equipment Renewal Reserve – this reserve had been forecast to receive
allocations of £100k per annum. Some drawdowns from this reserve had
not been needed as soon as profiled. Consequently, within the proposed
budget no allocations into the reserve had been allowed for 2020/21 and
2022/23. However, Members were asked to note the significant potential
demands on this Reserve in future years, if all of these items were drawn
down to this value, the Reserve would be exhausted. The schedule was
regularly reviewed to assess whether demands were still required, or
whether they could be slipped within the programme.
7) Homelessness Prevention Reserve – Government grants amounting to
£529k were received in 2018/19 and 2019/20 and allocations of £278k
were expected to be made from the reserve in the same years resulting
in a net increase of £274k over the period 2018/19 to 2022/23.
8) Leisure Options Reserve – This reserve was proposed to receive £740k
from New Homes Bonus. If the Kenilworth Leisure scheme was approved
to go ahead, this budget was to fund the costs incurred during the
development.
9) Planning Investment Reserve – income amounting to £1.4m arising from
increased planning fees would be credited to the reserve over period
2019/20 to 2023/24 and this would be offset by the reserve funding
various posts e.g. temporary Senior EHO, Development Monitoring
Officer and Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) officer. Allocations from
this reserve were agreed by the Senior Management Team.
10) Public Amenity Reserve – £140k was proposed to be allocated from New
Homes Bonus to fund the next green spaces and play areas projects
identified from the parks and play area audits in line with Green Space
Strategy. Further funding would be required for future years.
11) Public Open Spaces Planning Gain Reserve – this reserve was built up of
S106 contributions received in previous years and was dedicated to oneoff improvements of public open spaces including play areas. It would
provide £370k towards the 2019/20 play area capital programme after
which it would be mostly exhausted.
12) Service Transformation Reserve – £707.3k was proposed to be allocated
from New Homes Bonus. In addition, the unallocated balance on the
Grants In Advance Account, which was made up of various grants
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received in recent years, being available for any purpose of £459,000,
was proposed to be transferred to the Service Transformation Reserve.
13) Digital By Default Reserve - £86.3k was proposed to be used towards the
ICT restructure.
14) Warwick District Climate Emergency Reserve – a new reserve was
proposed to be created from 2020/21 with the proceeds of the £52
council tax increase. In the first year this should generate £2.9m, with
similar amounts in subsequent years. The proposed initial use of this
reserve was considered in paragraph 3.13.4 of the report. Further use of
this reserve was proposed to be delegated to the Executive.
In terms of General Fund and Housing Capital Programmes, in accordance
with the Council’s Code of Financial Practice, all new and future capital
schemes had to be in line with the Council’s corporate priorities including its
capital strategy and a full business case would be required as part of reports
to the Executive for approval. This case would identify the means of funding
and, where appropriate, an options appraisal exercise would be carried out.
Should there be any additional revenue costs arising from the project, the
proposed means of financing such had to also have been included in the
Report and Business Plan.
The Capital Programme had been updated throughout the year as new and
changes to projects had been approved. In addition to the changes
throughout the year, it was proposed to add several new schemes to the
Capital Programme as detailed in Appendix 8 to the report. These most
notable schemes were:
Scheme
Kenilworth HIF Grant
Power Supply to Car Park

Year
2019/20
2019/20

Station Approach land
purchase
Crematorium

2019/20

CFS Aeroproducts Relocation
to Warwick
Bowling Greens
(Commonwealth Games)
2nd Warwick Sea Scouts HQ
Masters House
Local Football facilities
Community Stadium Project

2019/202023/24
2019/20 –
2021/22
2019/20 –
2020/21
2019/20 2020/21
2019/20 2020/21
2019/20 2020/21
2019/20 –
2022/23
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Amount Financed From
£9.6m REFCUS
£97.8k Corporate Asset
Reserve
£200k Capital Investment
Reserve
£110.4k Equipment Renewal
Reserve
£440k Borrowing
£200k Commonwealth
Games Reserve
£439.2k 2020/21 New
Homes Bonus
£350k
£1m 2020/21 New
Homes £500k
£150k Community Projects
Reserve
£176.9k Borrowing

Scheme
AV System in Council
Chamber
Health and Community
Protection IT System
Financial Management
System
Cycleway Upgrade
(Commonwealth Games)
Europa Way Heathcote Farm
Kenilworth School Loan
Desktop Infrastructure,
Network Devices LAN &
WAN,
Infrastructure General,
Network General

Year
2020/21

Rural & Urban Initiatives
Grants – extension of
current programme
Recycling & Refuse
Containers – extension of
current programme

2023/24

£150k Capital Investment
Reserve

2023/24

£80k Capital Investment
Reserve

2020/21
2020/21
2020/21
2020/21
2020/21
2023/24

Amount Financed From
£80k Equipment Renewal
Reserve
£300k 2020/21 New
Homes Bonus
£600k 2020/21 New
Homes Bonus
£50k Commonwealth
Games Reserve
£996.8k Borrowing
£2m Internal Borrowing
£257k ICT Replacement
Reserve

In addition to the new projects incorporated in above the following capital
projects were expected to come forward over the following few years:
•
•
•

investment in replacement multi storey car parks;
office relocation; and
Europa Way Community Stadium.

Slippage to 2020/21 in the General Fund Programme was incorporated as
reported during the year.
In addition, the following table showed increases to schemes that were
required to be reported to Members. The full details were within Appendix 8
to the report:
Scheme

Year

Amount

Comments

Desktop
Infrastructure

2020/21

£60k

Network

2020/21–
2021/22

£60k

Whitnash
Community
Hub

2019/20

£415.2k

Increase met
from ICT
Reserve
Increase met
from ICT
Reserve
Increase met
from
Community
Projects
Reserve
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Leisure Centre
Refurbishments

2019/202020/21

£543.5k

Community
Stadium
Project
St Marys Lands
– Main
Entrance
Improvements

2019/20
to
2022/23
2019/20

£12.6k

Project Officer
Whitnash /
Kenilworth
Phase 2
Tachbrook
Country Park

2019/202022/23

£142.1k

2021/22

£2.1m

£29.4k

Increase met
from Any
Purpose RTB
receipts
Funded from
internal
borrowing
Increase met
from
Community
Projects
Reserve
Increase from
Service
Transformation
Reserve
Increase from
s106

Slippage and savings on existing schemes were also detailed within Appendix
8 to the report.
Appendix 9 to the report showed the General Fund unallocated capital
resources, which totalled £1.686m. The Capital Investment Reserve
represented the largest share of this at £1.233m, for which the Council had
agreed the minimum balance should be £1m. Whilst the Council did hold
other reserves to fund capital projects, it was noted that these were limited
and had been reserved for specific purposes. In addition to the resources
shown here, within the Housing Investment Resources, the Right to Buy “Any
Purposes Capital Receipts” projected at £8.202m (Appendix 9, part 4) were
available to fund non Housing schemes.
The latest Housing Investment Programme (HIP) was shown at Appendix 9
to the report, part 2.
Appendix 8 to the report detailed variations to the HIP from the programme
approved as part of the February 2019 budget report. This included new
schemes approved during 2019/20, changes to current schemes, and
slippage from 2018/19.
Appendix 9 to the report, part 4, showed the funding of the HIP and the
forecast balances at year end until 31 March 2024 after the HIP had been
financed.
The Capital receipts primarily related to Right to Buy (RTB) sales. The
Council had freedom on how the any purpose receipts were utilised, being
able to fund General Fund and Housing Capital schemes.
RTB 1-4-1 receipts had to be utilised in replacing housing stock that had
been purchased from the Council by existing tenants through the RTB
scheme. This could be through new build properties (such as Sayer Court),
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the purchase of existing properties (such as Cloister Way) or buy back of
existing Council properties previously sold through RTB. However, they could
only be used to fund up to 30% of the replacement cost as per RTB
regulations. If the funding was not used within a three-year period from the
date of receipt, the funding would be repayable to the Government, along
with interest. It was envisaged that there would be no requirement to repay
any 1-4-1 receipts to the Government as they would be utilised to finance
current or potential schemes within the Housing Investment Programme.
Within the current Housing Investment Programme there were schemes for
the acquisition of properties as agreed by Members. This would fully utilise
the 1-4-1 funding that the Council held and would receive in 2019/20, with it
projected to have a zero 1-4-1 balance as of 31 March 2020. The projections
showed a further £1.4m per annum would be available thereafter for further
schemes, with this funding having to be used within the three-year
timescale. Where schemes had been designated to be funded using
additional borrowing, 1-4-1 receipts generated would be used in the first
instance to reduce the amount of borrowing required.
HRA Capital Investment Reserve. This reserve was funded by the surpluses
generated on the Housing Revenue Account. The HRA Business Plan assumed
that this funding would be used for the provision of new HRA stock, and to
allow debt repayments on the £136.2m loan taken out to purchase the HRA
housing stock to commence from 2052/53.
The Major Repairs Reserve was used to fund capital repairs of the HRA
stock. The contributions to this reserve were based on depreciation
calculations.
Section 106 were payments received from developers in lieu of them
providing new on site affordable homes, enabling the Council to increase the
HRA stock or assisting housing associations to provide new dwellings. These
S106 payments usually had a time limit attached to them by which time they
would need to be utilised or they might have needed to be repaid to the
developers.
The Right to Buy Any Purpose Capital Receipts were shown within the
sources of Housing Investment Programme funding. As considered previously
by Members, these capital receipts were not ring-fenced and could be used
for any capital projects.
In terms of Prudential Indicators, the Council was required to determine an
Authorised Limit for borrowing in accordance with The Local Government Act
2004, Section 3, and to have agreed prudential indicators in accordance with
the CIPFA Code for Capital Finance in Local Authorities.
The Prudential and Treasury Indicators would be included in the Treasury
Management Strategy report going to Executive on 18 March 2020, to be
approved by Council before the start of the financial year 2020/21, as
required by the CIPFA Prudential Code.
In relation to Capital Strategy, the Council approved a Capital Strategy for
the financial year 2019/20, as required by CIPFA revised Prudential and
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Treasury Management Codes.
The initial capital strategy required updating, to reflect the Asset
Management Strategy approved in November 2019 and a new Commercial
Property Investment Strategy that was planned to be brought to Council
early in 2020/21. It also needed to reflect the Council’s aspirations as part of
the Climate Emergency Declaration.
Therefore, it was planned to revise the Capital Strategy during 2020/21, to
fully reflect these other underpinning corporate strategies and objectives.
In terms of appropriation of funding and balances, 2019/20 revenue Budget
showed a surplus of £202,000 with 2020/21, and showed a deficit of
(£1.6m). It was proposed to use the Business Retention Rate Volatility
Reserve to smooth the shortfall within the Medium Term Financial Strategy
for 2020/21 and 2021/22, leaving £522k shortfall to be found in 2022/23.
With the 2020 surplus being allocated to the Volatility Reserve, the net
amount being drawn from the Reserve was £3.459m.
New Homes Bonus remained the major source of additional funding over
which the Council had discretion as to how it was used, as discussed above.
It was proposed to use the New Homes Bonus as follows:
New Homes Bonus – 2020/21 Allocation

Waterloo Housing Association – Joint Venture
commitment
Commonwealth Games Reserve – agreed annual
allocations per Executive March 2018.
Sea Scout’s Headquarters – agreed Executive August
2019
Masters House – agreed Executive Oct 2019
Public Amenity Reserve - allocations needed to fund
works on Council open spaces and play areas in
2020/21. Further funding required for future years.
Leisure Options Reserve - Kenilworth Leisure interim
development costs, to be considered further in
future Executive report.
Financial Management System – agreed December
2019 Executive.
H&CP System – Agreed Oct 2019 Executive
General Fund Early Retirements Reserve – additional
funding required for potential demands in 2020/21
Project Legal Costs – additional funding required for
several agreed projects in progress
Service Transformation Reserve
Total Allocated
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£

125,800
150,000
350,000
500,000
140,000
740,000
600,000
300,000
15,000
98,000
707,300
3,726,100

The additional income to be generated from the £52 increase in Council Tax
for Climate Emergency would be allocated to the new Climate Emergency
Reserve. For 2020/21 this was predicted to generate £2.904m income. The
immediate items to be funded from this reserve would be:
Cost of holding the referendum over
the Excessive Council Tax increase
Climate Emergency Director – cost of
first of three years, as agreed by
Employment Committee.
Food waste collection implementation
and setup

£000
300
105
533

The balance on this reserve would be used towards items included within the
Climate Emergency Action Plan. The reserve should receive similar
allocations from council tax income in future years.
In terms of Business Rates - Retail Discount Relief, the Ministry of Housing,
Communities and Local Government had been in communication following
the General Election regarding changes to Business Rates from 1 April 2020.
The Government was looking to:



increase retail discount relief to 50% for all occupied retail properties
with a rateable value below £51,000, whilst extending its coverage to
include cinemas and music venues; and
reintroduce pub relief.

These changes were expected to be formally announced in the Chancellor’s
Budget on March 11 2020. Based on the Committee meeting dates, this
would not enable any changes to be formally agreed and incorporated into
the 2020/21 Business Rate Bills to be issued in March 2020.
It was recommended that the Section 151 Officer, in consultation with the
Finance Portfolio Holder, was duly authorised to approve any business rate
relief changes agreed by the Government, and for that rate to be
incorporated into the 2020/21 Business Rate Billing.
In relation to the Pre-Planned Maintenance Budget (PPM), the proposed
budget would enable the Council to proactively maintain all existing
corporate assets (i.e. all assets owned by the Council other than its Housing
Revenue Account homes, shops, garages and land) in a sound condition
unless or until any future decisions were made in respect of individual assets
through a Corporate Asset Management Strategy.
The proposed budget allocation for 2020/21 was based on a review of the
current PPM data by officers within the Assets Team, in consultation with
building managers from other services which held or operated specific
assets. The Proposed Corporate Property & Planned Preventative
Maintenance (PPM) Programme works 2020/21 was set out at Appendix 10
to the report.
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For 2020/21, the total PPM budget was £1,071,700. This would be funded
using £413,000 from the Annual PPM budget and a £658,700 drawdown from
the Corporate Assets Reserve of which the balance was £1,087,500. Further
detail of the PPM Plan and the associated funding was provided within
Appendix 10 to the report.
In terms of alternatives, the Council did not have an alternative to setting a
Budget for the forthcoming year. Members could, however, decide to amend
the way in which the budget was broken down or not to revise the current
year’s Budget. However, the proposed latest 2019/20 and 2020/21 budgets
were based upon the most up to date information. Any changes to the
proposed budgets would need to be fully considered to ensure all
implications (financial or otherwise) were addressed.
The “Substitute Calculations” required to be in place if the referendum for
the £57 council tax increase was not agreed by those voting were set out in
Appendix A to the report.
An addendum circulated prior to the meeting advised Members of the
following changes to the report:
a) Appendices 7a and 7b were updated to include some changes presented
by Service Managers. An additional £182k of items were added to the
schedule, which required SMT / Executive Approval as per agreed funding
draw down process when required.
b) Appendix 5b – This was updated to reflect the additional potential
requirements on the Equipment Renewal Reserve following the items
added to the Equipment Renewal Schedule.
c) Appendix 11 – The financial strategy was updated to include the latest
Revenue Forecasts (Section 8.1), Council Assets (9.2), and Capital
Programme (9.3). The latest version of the Link Asset Services Economic
Background (Annex 1) was included.
The Finance & Audit Scrutiny Committee noted the contents of the report but
had concerns about how the work on Climate Change Action Plan would be
funded if the proposed increase did not get approved and in what time scale
the changes proposed would occur.
The Finance & Audit Scrutiny Committee also noted the intense programme
to bring proposals forward to mitigate the budget deficit that were set within
the Medium Term Financial Strategy. Therefore, the use of the business rate
volatility deficit as a one off use up to 2022/23.
They also noted it would be very important for Scrutiny and all Councillors to
ensure if the Climate Action Fund was not used for works other than the
action plan agreed by Council and to ensure this was communicated to the
public.
The Finance & Audit Scrutiny Committee recommended to the Executive that
the cost of the referendum should come from the new homes bonus and the
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proposed allocation to the service transformation reserve for the next year
should be reduced by the same amount. Members of the Executive were
required to vote on this proposal because it included a recommendation from
the Scrutiny Committee.
The Finance & Audit Scrutiny Committee had concerns with the cost of the
climate change programme director role being funded from the ring fenced
climate change emergency because the original position was for this to be
paid from the new homes bonus and this could be a cause of concern for the
general public if a referendum was to take place. The Committee asked the
Executive to check that it was comfortable with the proposed funding for the
role and if it was not a correct use of the climate change emergency how
would the post be funded without impacting on projects across the Council
proposed within the new homes bonus funding plan.
The Finance & Audit Scrutiny Committee asked for details to be circulated of
how the Planning Appeals Reserves was calculated for future years.
On behalf of the Executive and in answer to the recommendation from the
Finance & Audit Scrutiny Committee and questions from the Group Leaders,
Councillor Day advised that it had always been the Executive’s view that the
cost of the referendum should come from the New Homes Bonus. He thanked
the Finance & Audit Scrutiny Committee for the comments made and for
noticing this error in the report.
In answer to the concerns raised by the Finance & Audit Scrutiny Committee,
the Chief Executive reminded Members that when the Programme Director
for Climate Change role was initially proposed, the intention had been to
fund it from the New Homes Bonus. However, in the meantime, further
proposals were made in relation to the council tax referendum. The Chief
Executive reminded Members that the new post was specifically for climate
change.
Councillor Hales, the Portfolio Holder for Finance, thanked Councillor Nicholls
for his comments and support. He reminded Members of the significant
savings that the Council would need to make over the coming years. He then
proposed the report, subject to the amendments in the addendum and
following changes:
a) the amendment proposed by Finance & Audit Scrutiny Committee, that
the cost of the referendum should come from the New Homes Bonus and
the proposed allocation to the service transformation reserve for the next
year should be reduced by the same amount; and
b) an amendment to fund the Programme Director for Climate Change role
for 2020/21 financial year from the New Homes Bonus and the proposed
allocation to the service transformation reserve for the next year should
be reduced by the same amount.
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Recommended to Council that
(1)

the proposed changes to 2019/20 Budgets, be
approved;

(2)

the Revised 2019/20 Budget of Net Expenditure of
£19,790,607 after allocating a surplus of
£202,000, attached as Appendix 2 to the report,
and the further changes to the current year
budget, be approved;

(3)

the proposed changes to 2020/21 Base Budgets,
be approved;

(4)

the proposed Budget for 2020/21 with Net
Expenditure of £20,204,988 taking into account
the changes detailed in section 3.3 on the report,
with a deficit of £1,600,100, prior to use of
reserves, as summarised in Appendix 2, be
approved;

(5)

subject to approval of the above Budget 2020/21,
the Council Tax charges for Warwick District
Council for 2020/21 before the addition of
Parish/Town Councils, Warwickshire County
Council and Warwickshire Police and Crime
Commissioner precepts, for each band be agreed
by Council as follows:
£
149.24
Band A
Band B

174.11

Band C

198.99

Band D

223.86

Band E

273.61

Band F

323.35

Band G

373.10

Band H

447.72

(6)

the projected deficit within the Medium Term
Financial Strategy and the proposal to initially
fund this from the Business Rate Retention
Volatility Reserve, and how new savings or income
generating initiatives are needed to come forward
to be agreed within 2020/21 so as to avoid
reductions to service provision, be noted;

(7)

the reserve projections and allocations to and
from the individual reserves, be approved;
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(8)

the ICT Replacement and Equipment Renewal
Schedules, be approved;

(9)

a new Climate Emergency Reserve, with funding
from the £52 increase in council tax at Band D,
subject to a positive result from a local
referendum, be approved, and funding from this
reserve be agreed by the Executive;

(10) the General Fund Capital and Housing Investment
Programmes as detailed in Appendices 9 parts 1
and 2, together with the funding of both
programmes as detailed in Appendices 9 parts 3
and 4 and the changes described in the tables in
section 3.10 and Appendix 8 to the report, be
approved;
(11) the Financial Strategy attached as Appendix 11 to
the report, be approved;
(12) the 2020/21 proposed New Homes Bonus of
£3,726,100 be allocated as follows, including the
two amendments as reflected below, to cover the
cost of the referendum and the first year of the
Programme Director for Climate Change from the
New Homes Bonus, and to decrease Service
Transformation Reserve by the same amount:

(13) the Section 151 Officer, in consultation with the
Finance Portfolio Holder, be duly authorised to
approve any business rate relief changes agreed
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by the Government to be incorporated into the
2020/21 Business Rate Billing.
Resolved that
(1)

the proposed allocation of £1,071,700 for the
2020/21 Corporate Property Repair and Planned &
Preventative Maintenance (PPM) Programmes to
fund the list of proposed works set out in
Appendix 10 to the report, and that the drawdown
of funding from the Corporate Asset Reserve of up
to £658,700 to support the 2020/21 programme,
be approved;

(2)

the Assets Manager, in consultation with the
Deputy Chief Executive (BH) and the Procurement
Manager, be authorised to procure the proposed
PPM works as per the Code of Procurement
Practice, and authority be delegated to the Assets
Manager, the Deputy Chief Executive (BH) and the
Head of Finance, in consultation with the Finance
Portfolio Holder and the Leader of the Council, to
approve any amendments to the proposed
programme of works listed at Appendix 10 to the
report and/or revisions to the amount of budget
allocated for specific schemes, provided these can
be accommodated within the overall PPM budget
allocation of £1,071,700, be agreed;

(3)

the operational, legal, reputational and financial
risks in setting an excessive council tax as
detailed in the Risks section and at Appendix 12 to
the report, be noted;

(4)

the substitute Recommendations within Appendix
A to the report, be agreed;

(5)

the amendment proposed by Finance & Audit
Scrutiny Committee, that the cost of the
referendum comes from the New Homes Bonus
and the proposed allocation to the service
transformation reserve for the next year is
reduced by the same amount, be agreed; and

(6)

an amendment to fund the Programme Director
for Climate Change role for 2020/21 financial year
from the New Homes Bonus and the proposed
allocation to the service transformation reserve for
the next year be reduced by the same amount, be
agreed.
(The Portfolio Holder for this item was Councillor Hales)
Forward Plan Reference 1,106
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109.

Housing Revenue Account (HRA) Budget 2020/21 and Housing Rents
The Executive considered a report from Housing presenting the latest
Housing Revenue Account (HRA) budgets in respect of 2019/20 and
2020/21.
The information contained within the report made the recommendations to
Council in respect of setting the budget for the following year, the proposed
changes to Council tenant housing rents, garage rents and other charges for
2020/21.
In July 2015, the Government announced that with effect from April 2016,
the rents charged for existing tenants by local authority housing landlords
should be reduced by 1% per year, for four years. 2019/20 was the final
year of this reduction.
The 1% rent reduction per annum also applied to supported housing, with
2019/20 being the final year of this reduction.
From April 2020, a new policy would come into effect, with Councils allowed
to increase rents by CPI (1.7% at September) + 1% per annum.
For new tenancies, landlords were permitted to set the base rent as the
Target Social Rent (also known as Formula Rent). In the Council’s case, this
represented a small increase over the social rent charged for tenanted
properties and was projected to increase rental income by around £6,000 in
2020/21. These tenancies would then be subject to agreed rental policy to
comply with the Welfare Reform and Work Bill 2016.
Approval of the Council’s request to charge affordable rents from Homes
England in relation to properties at Sayer Court Leamington, and Bremridge
Close, Barford, enabled the Council to charge Warwick Affordable Rent
Levels. New tenancies established in these properties during 2020/21 would
be charged at the full Warwick Affordable Rent Value.
Rents on new affordable housing schemes within the HRA would have rents
charged in line with the planning permission and grant approvals from
Homes England.
Details of current rents and those proposed as a result of these
recommendations were set out in Appendix 1 to the report. A comparison of
the Council’s social rents with affordable and market rents was set out in
Appendix 2 to the report.
The recommendations ensured that the Council operated in compliance with
national policy and guidance on the setting of rents for General Needs and
Supported Housing properties.
In relation to Shared Ownership, during 2019/20, the Council took ownership
of four shared ownership properties at Bremridge Close, Barford. Prior to
these, 15 shared ownership dwellings were purchased in 2015 at Great Field
Drive in Southwest Warwick.
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Shared owners were required to pay rent on the proportion of their home
which they did not own.
The shared ownership properties’ rent increases were not governed by
National Policy.
The Council adopted the Homes and Communities Agency (HCA) template
lease agreement which included a schedule on rent review. Schedule 4 of the
lease agreement determined that the rent would be increased by RPI (2.2%
at November 2019) + 0.5% from April 2020.
In terms of garage rent increases, these increases were not governed by
national guidance. Any increase that reflected costs of the service, demand,
market conditions and the potential for income generation could be
considered. The HRA Business Plan base assumption was that garage rents
would increase by 10% for a five-year period from 2020/21 and then in line
with inflation. However, the Council did not have in place a formal policy for
the setting of rents for garages.
There were waiting lists for a number of garage sites, whilst other sites had
far lower demand; where appropriate, these sites were considered for future
redevelopment as part of the overall garage strategy for the future.
Two different rent charges applied to garages depending upon whether the
renter was an existing WDC tenant or not. There were also parking spaces
and cycle sheds which were charged for.
Market Research showed that in the private sector, garages were being
marketed in the District, with rents ranging from £40-£85 per month (local
market valuations last reviewed January 2020). The average monthly rent
for a Council garage at this time was £42.47.
Consideration had been made of the level of increase that could be applied to
the garages. Unlike housing rents in the previous recent years, there had
been no requirement to reduce garage rents. In 2019/20, Members approved
a £4 rise in garage rents. From 2020/21, it was proposed to adopt an
increase of 10% per year over a five-year period being recommended across
all chargeable areas.
The location of many WDC garage sites and quality of the land, landscape
and garage condition constrained the levels of rent that could reasonably be
achieved. It was considered that many sites required investment to improve
their condition, provide greater community benefits, extend the life or
accommodate the development of additional affordable housing. The Housing
Service had completed a review of garage sites to determine their optimum
potential as an asset of the HRA. Most sites would simply require some form
of fairly modest improvement such as to roofs or to the hardstanding. Others
could require more significant work or could benefit from a more strategic
redesign and realignment with contemporary expectations. In addition, the
garages and external areas at key high rise sites were in need of some
redesign and modernisation. The proposal was to undertake a detailed
redesign of the external environments at the high rise blocks and to detail
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the requirements for improving sites as they were discounted for their
potential for new development.
Any additional income generated from Garage Rents for the service would
help to alleviate the loss of rental income from dwellings and ensure the
continuous viability of the Housing Revenue Account Business Plan.
Should Members approve the recommendation, projected income for
2020/21 would increase by a net £67,040 compared to 2019/20.
Alongside the rent increase, a review of garage voids had indicated that on
average, 15% of the total garage stock was void throughout the year, worth
approximately £130,000 in potential income. Work to review each site to
potentially reduce the level of voids and possibly attract additional income
was in progress.
Garage rents would increase by 10% per year from April 2020. Tenants’
weekly charge would increase by £0.89 per week from £8.91 to £9.80. Nontenants also paid VAT on the charge, so it would increase by £1.07 per week,
from £10.69 to £11.76.
The Council was required to set a budget for the HRA each year, approving
the level of rents and other charges that were levied. The Executive made
recommendations to Council that took into account the base budgets for the
HRA and current Government guidance on national rent policy.
The dwelling rents had been adjusted to take account of the loss of rent
resulting from actual and anticipated changes in property numbers for
2019/20 and 2020/21. This included additional rental income from six new
build properties that had already been purchased at Bremridge Close and a
further 19 which were due to be purchased and subsequently let to tenants,
and changes based on the number of Right-To-Buy sales in 2019/20, and
those forecast for 2020/21.
The total increased income generated from inflating rents in line with
Government Rent Setting Policy in 2020/21 was estimated to be £742,000.
This increase was attributed to the different elements of the HRA Housing
Stock and Garages as follows:







General Social Housing Stock rents would increase by CPI (1.7% at
September) + 1% per annum for a 5-year period from 2020/21, this
change to rent policy would generate an increase of £658,715;
Affordable Housing Stock rents would also increase by CPI (1.7% at
September) + 1% per annum which would equate to an increase of
£14,400 in 2020/21;
Shared ownership property rents would increase by RPI + 0.5% in
accordance with the terms of the lease. As at November 2019, RPI
was 2.2% +0.5% totalling a 2.7% increase, therefore the income
budget was increased by £2,038; and
The garages rental income budget had increased by £67,040 to take
into account the 10% per annum increase in charges for 20120/21 and
current level of voids.
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Full details of the Housing Revenue Account Budget were included within the
Budget Book and a summary was provided in Appendix 3 to the report.
The Housing Employee Restructure approved at 20 December 2019
Employment Committee resulted in a funding requirement approved by
Executive on an assessment of the maximum cost of the new structure
calculated on every member of the team being paid at the highest possible
point of their agreed pay scale. This total maximum cost of £530,215
represented an increased to the Housing Revenue Account of £542,769 and
a saving to the General Fund of £12,554. This increase had been included in
the HRA employee budgets in Appendix 3 to the report. The team structure
would be reviewed mid-year 2020/21 to assess an accurate budgetary
position of the restructure employee costs once all posts had been appointed
to.
The Council had submitted a grant bid for MHCLG’s Rough Sleep Initiative
Grant to fund six Rough Sleeping Interventions as a national measure to
reduce the number of Rough Sleepers in Warwickshire during the 12-month
period of 2020/21. The Interventions were listed in Appendix 5 to the report
and were expected to commence in April 2020. The final Grant Allocations
were expected to be announced by MHCLG late in January 2020, with
budgets replicating the Grant Claim included in Appendix 3 to the report. The
budgets were mixed between the General Fund and Housing Revenue
Account due to the nature of the schemes with any shortfall in Grant Award
being met from the 2020/21 MHCLG Flexible Homelessness Support Grant
award. The Total Intervention costs were estimated at £678,275 with
£660,028 being funded via the Grant Bid and the remaining £18,247 being
funded using the existing 2020/21 MHCLG Flexible Homelessness Support
Grant award. A further bid was made to Warwickshire County Council to
support the Homeless Interventions of £100,000, but at the time of writing
the report, the outcome of this bid was unknown. If the bid was successful,
then this would negate the need to use the MHCLG Flexible Homelessness
Support Grant award and budgets would be reduced accordingly.
The Housing Investment Programme was presented as part of the separate
February 2019 report ‘General Fund 2020/21 Budget and Council Tax’.
The recommendations enabled the proposed latest Housing Investment
Programme to be carried out and contribute available resources to the HRA
Capital Investment Reserve for future development whilst maintaining a
minimum working balance on the HRA of at least £1.5m in line with Council
policy.
In terms of alternative options, the Council has discretion over the setting of
Garage rents, therefore it would be possible to set Garage rents higher than
those proposed to maximise income. However, significantly higher rents
might make Garages harder to let and so reduce income. Similarly, rents
could also be reduced but this would reduce income to the HRA Budget when
it was needed.
The Council did have the discretion to decrease rents for existing tenants.
However, following the negative impact of the four-year fixed 1% rental
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income reduction any decreases would further reduce the level of income for
the HRA, which in turn could impact upon the viability of future projects.
The Council did not have the discretion to change the rent schedule for
existing shared ownership dwellings, which was determined by the existing
terms of the lease.
The Finance & Audit Scrutiny Committee noted the report.
Councillor Matecki, the Portfolio Holder for Housing, proposed the report as
laid out.
Recommended to Council that
(1)

rents for all tenanted dwellings (excluding shared
ownership) be increased by CPI +1% for 2020/21;

(2)

HRA dwelling rents for all new tenancies created in
2020/21 be set at either Target Social (Formula)
Rent for Social rent properties, or at Warwick
Affordable rent for Affordable rents properties;

(3)

shared ownership rents are increased by RPI plus
0.5% in line with the lease agreement, be noted;

(4)

garage rents for 2019/20 be increased by 10%
per year for five years from 2020/21;

(5)

the latest 2019/20 and 2020/21 Housing Revenue
Account (HRA) budgets as attached at Appendix 3
to the report, be agreed;

(6)

the latest sheltered housing Heating, Water and
Lighting full recovery recharges for 2020/21 as
detailed at Appendix 4 to the report, be noted;
and

(7)

the MCHLG Rough Sleeping Initiative Grant Bid
budgets as attached at Appendix 5 to the report,
be agreed.

(The Portfolio Holder for this item was Councillor Matecki)
Forward Plan Reference 1,107
110.

Warwick District Climate Emergency Action Programme
The Executive considered a report from the Chief Executive noting the
reports of ATI Projects Ltd (ATI) which provided the background to the
Council’s work and sought agreement to the proposed Climate Emergency
Action Programme (CEAP) parts 1, 2, and 3 attached:
1)

Part 1 – outstanding actions from the November 2019 report - Appendix
1 to the report;
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Part 2 – proposed carbon management plan for the Council’s operations
to become carbon neutral by 2025 within scope 1 and 2 - Work Packages
1 and 2 within Appendix 2 to the report;
3) Part 3 – proposed roadmap for facilitating the District towards zero net
emissions by 2030 – Work Package 3 within Appendix 2 and illustrative
proposals as set out in Appendix 3 to the report.
2)

The report also sought agreement on a number of other actions including
developing Part 3 with greater community, business and partner
involvement. All of the steps were proposed in order to comply with the
Council’s commitments in a motion unanimously agreed in June 2019
declaring a Climate Emergency and stating the aim of the Council becoming
a net-zero carbon organisation by 2025 and facilitating the District reducing
to net zero emissions by 2030.
Since the Council declared its Climate Change Emergency in June 2019 and
began its work in response, the impact of climate change was regularly
reported. In addition to extensive media coverage of the extreme weather in
the southern hemisphere, causing events such as the extensive and
continuing bush fires and dust storms and flooding in Australia, reports on
severe flooding in eastern African countries, violent typhoons affecting Asian
counties and the declaration of a state of emergency in Newfoundland after
continuous snowfall for a month had also been prominent. In the last few
weeks before the report was written, renewed attention was given to the loss
of ice in Antarctica and the threat posed by the potential catastrophic
collapse of glaciers and ice sheets in the west of the continent. Prominent
experts and campaigners continued to highlight the dangers of climate
change and the risks of not implementing the Paris Accord and the
discussions that would be held at the United Nation’s Climate Change
Conference (COP26) in Glasgow in November of this year were increasingly
seen as being crucial to minimising those risks.
As the Council approached a major milestone in being able to map how it
would make itself carbon neutral by 2025 and how it might start work on
enabling and influencing the District to become as close as possible to carbon
neutral by 2030, it was important to remember the reasons for the Council’s
unanimous declaration of a Climate Emergency and the purposes of the
proposed actions in response to that. It was therefore suggested that a
public reiteration by the Council of its continuing commitment would be
important.
Alongside tackling the Climate Emergency, it was important to recognise that
the proposed steps also offered important additional benefits to the
residents, communities, businesses and partner agencies in Warwick District.
These benefits included:


Improving the energy efficiency of houses in the District to get as many
as possible up to at least EPC level C by 2030. This would not only
reduce carbon emissions but would enable many households to reduce
their energy bills and saving them money, which was especially
important for low income households and to reduce fuel poverty. The
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evidence showed that very significant savings could be made by
households.
Adopting a Sustainable Transport Strategy would help address both the
frequent congestion on the roads of the District and the significantly poor
air quality in particular parts of the District, especially Leamington,
Warwick and Kenilworth town centres. Such pollution impacted harmfully
on the health of many people and could also have a negative impact on
the visitor economy.
Improving housing standards, making them warm and dry, and
encouraging more active lifestyles, like walking and cycling to undertake
particular journeys, would also help to improve the physical and mental
health and well-being of local residents.
Undertaking offsetting works, such as planting trees and creating new
wildlife habitats would, as well as enhancing the local recreational
experience also increase biodiversity, help the District’s “green” natural
environment and enhance its resilience.
Encouraging companies to improve their energy efficiency to reduce
carbon emissions would also help them to minimise business costs and
enhance profitability; promotion of the District as a cluster for “green”
low carbon companies would enable the creation of more jobs as well as
stimulating innovation to tackle the Climate Emergency.

The CEAP would enable significant and widespread benefits for the District.
However, it needed to be recognised that implementing this Action
Programme represented a very significant organisational and financial task
for the Council. Without additional resources, both financial and staffing–
wise, it would not be possible. The Budget report on the agenda, Minute
Number 108, set out a proposal to levy an additional level of Council Tax,
which on a Band D property amounted to an extra £1 per household per
week. Overall, this would generate an additional £3 million a year. It was
proposed that this additional revenue should be put into a ring-fenced
account, only to be used for tackling the Climate Emergency and to be
known as the Climate Action Fund (CAF).
It was important that this additional revenue and expenditure was reported
openly and transparently, so that residents could see the clear linkage
between the money raised, upon what and where it was used, and to what
effect. This should be done within the context of the Council’s annual
accounts and annual report which could then be properly audited and
publicised.
At its meeting on 13 November 2019, the Executive considered and agreed a
series of recommendations relating to the Climate Emergency. These
recommendations and updates on progress were set out at Appendix 1 to the
report. It was suggested that the outstanding actions should continue and
form a Part 1 of the overall CEAP.
The ATI report commissioned as part of the recommendations approved by
Members in November 2019 was attached at Appendix 2 to the report and it
should be formally noted that it formed the background to the Council’s
work.
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Contained within the ATI report at Appendix 2 to the report was WP1 and
WP2, which set out what the Council needed to do to set up its Programme
(WP1) and to achieve a carbon neutral position for the Council’s own carbon
footprint by 2025 at WP2. This formed part 2 of the CEAP and was costed on
a basis agreed by the CEWP. In order to implement its contents, the funding
proposal set out in the Annual Budget report elsewhere on the Executive
agenda, Minute Number 108 also needed to be agreed. If it was not agreed,
then another report would need to be brought forward to consider the
viability of implementing the proposals in the CEAP.
It was proposed that if the CAF was established following a referendum, then
it could be used in order to fund the works set out in WP2. This would have
the benefit of ensuring that the Council could achieve its stated aim of
carbon neutrality by 2025, but given that it also generated significant
revenue savings, it would enable those savings to be kept ring fenced into
the CAF, so expanding its financial capability for enabling and influencing the
District to become carbon neutral. Such a step would add almost £0.5m
more to the Fund annually from 2025 from energy and fuel savings made.
WP3 within the ATI report at Appendix 2 to the report started to address how
the Council could undertake its community leadership role in order to
facilitate the District’s carbon footprint reduction programme. More time was
needed to develop a fully-fledged action plan for the District as it required
more engagement, co-operation and support from the community at large,
and with the business community and partner organisations. However, the
key themes and some interim steps were suggested in Appendix 3 to the
report. It was suggested that WP3 and Appendix 3 to the report should form
part 3 of the CEAP. However, to be able to implement its contents, the
funding proposal set out in the Annual Budget report on the Executive
agenda also needed to be agreed. If it was not agreed, then another report
would need to be brought forward on the viability of implementing the
CEAP’s proposals.
The CEWP had taken the lead member role in ensuring that work had been
undertaken to meet the Council’s declaration of June 2019. It was suggested
that the Working Party should continue its work but as the Climate
Emergency Programme Board (CEPB) especially on working up the proposals
for tackling the District’s carbon footprint; agreeing the proposals for
partner, community and business engagement; agreeing the annual action
plan and the proposed allocation of funding for it; and reporting on progress
to the Executive, Scrutiny and Council. It was proposed that this Member
activity would be supported by an officer support structure, led by the
proposed Programme Director and a Programme Team operating on the
usual basis for the Council running projects and programmes.
Alongside such steps, it was proposed that formal Terms of Reference and
structure of the above governance arrangements should be presented to the
Executive for consideration by the end of March 2020, and that the wider
Governance Structure illustrated in Diagram 1 in section 3.12 if the report
should be considered by the proposed CEPB and that it would bring forward
proposals for consideration by the Executive, also by the end of March 2020.
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The Working Party had an outstanding work item on partner, community and
business engagement to report back upon and it was suggested that this
should soon be concluded and reported to the March 2020 Executive meeting
for Members’ approval. Such engagement would be important if a net carbon
neutral position for the District was to be achieved by 2030.
Given that funding for the CAF would only be certain if the precept was
approved by the public referendum, it was not yet possible to precisely
allocate funds to particular actions. However, once confirmed, it was
suggested that the proposed CEPB should present a report to the Executive
for its agreement with its recommendations for the funding of Year One of
the CEAP.
In addition, the Council’s ability to undertake any part of the action plan was
severely limited by the constraint on staffing capacity. In order to gear up to
deliver District-wide initiatives, then Year One of a ten-year plan to enable
the District to be carbon neutral by 2030 needed to allow for the build-up of
staffing capacity. The CEPB report referred to above also detailed how this
issue would be addressed including the cost.
The actions proposed within the CEAP were a mixture of capital and revenue
financial items. The Council, in the Annual Budget report, Minute Number
108, set out a significant proposal that, if agreed, would generate circa £3
million a year. The proposal within the report was that this sum should be
ring fenced for Climate Emergency work within the CEAP and be known as
the Climate Action Fund. If the proposal to ring fence savings made as a
result of energy and fuel efficiency savings across the Council’s estate
(excluding council homes) i.e. from the part 2 (WP2) of the CEAP, was
agreed, then over a ten-year period, the Council would have access to a
Council controlled funding pot of circa £33m. However, even this would not
be sufficient to fund all aspects of the CEAP. Therefore, the opportunity
should be taken to undertake a review of external funding opportunities and
to submit bids as and when appropriate, referencing to the proposed Climate
Emergency Programme Board for Member approval. As an ambition and to
reflect the realities of match funding bids, the Council should be seeking to
triple its own investment, and so achieve an overall funding supply of at least
circa £100m over ten years.
In addition to reviewing the other funding opportunities, the Council should
review its policies and services to ensure that across all of its activities, it
was consistent with its revised central plank of achieving carbon neutrality
for the Council by 2025 and for the District by 2030. The proposed CEPB
should lead this work supported by the Programme Director and team and be
carried out over the following five years as it was a significant task in itself.
A key part of engagement would be to foster an understanding of what the
Council had agreed as a CEAP, both for its own carbon footprint and for that
relating to the District. Therefore, it was suggested that the contents of the
report and of the November 2019 report should be disseminated to the wider
partner, community and business community as soon as it was possible.
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One of the proposed steps was that the Council should invest heavily in its
own Council housing stock in order to improve its energy efficiency up to at
least EPC level C, thereby saving carbon and of course, significant energy
costs to tenants. However, significant sums were involved and would be need
to be funded from the Housing Revenue Account (HRA). It was proposed that
this should be incorporated within the proposed HRA Business Plan which
was proposed to be updated and presented for approval in March 2020 by
the Executive. The proposed improvements represented an investment of
circa £18m over the following ten years. This proposal also enabled the
Council to comply with the requirements of the Fuel Poverty Act. The
Council’s housing stock represented approximately 1/12th of the whole
District housing stock, so undertaking this action was a significant step for
the District as well as for the Council.
The report from ATI indicated that in terms of tackling the District’s carbon
emissions, the most significant source was transport. While the District
Council had various roles to play in relation to transport, it needed the
County Council as the Highway Authority and other relevant transport bodies
e.g. Transport for West Midlands, to commit to developing a Sustainable
Transport Strategy and to implement it as a priority. It was proposed that
the District Council should make a formal request to this end.
The other key policy element in relation to transport and wider
environmental implications that land use policy for which the District Council
was the strategic planning authority. The Local Plan for Warwick District
contained a commitment within it to commence a review by 2021. It was
proposed therefore that work be started in 2020 on the review to run in
parallel, if possible, with the Sustainable Transport Strategy.
In terms of other options, the Council motion was not a legal requirement
and consequently, there was no legal duty for the Council to undertake
actions and activities in support of the target. However, the Council agreed a
motion in June 2019 that established expectations and the report set out the
proposals to address the Council’s own emissions and to facilitate the District
becoming effectively carbon neutral.
WP1, 2 and 3 within the ATI report at Appendix 2 to the report provided a
comprehensive programme which was designed to address the climate
change emissions of the Council by 2025. It was an option for Councillors to
review the climate change emergency commitments proposed, and/or the
deadlines involved reflecting a difference in resource availability. However,
given the contents of paragraph 7.3 in the report, this option was
discounted.
The CEAP, as it stood, could not be delivered without either additional
resources being raised or the Council diverting resources from other services
and activities. Diverting £3m a year of money from other Council services
and activities from a net General Fund budget of only £18m a year would
have had a significant, harmful effect upon them, which the Council had
successfully avoided throughout all the time of austerity. Smaller sums could
be diverted with smaller but still harmful impacts, but it would make the
Council’s 2025 and District 2030 carbon neutral commitments probably
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impossible to achieve. Seeking to fund the CEAP via other revenuegenerating activities might be possible, but certainly not within the same
timescales and it would take some years for those activities to be put in
place and to generate income, thus having an impact on the timeliness of
being able to deliver on the Council’s commitments. It was likely that such
income generation would be more modest than proposed by the additional
precept, also having an implication on what could be delivered and by when.
The Finance & Audit Scrutiny Committee supported the recommendations in
the report and thanked officers involved for the hard work in bringing the
report forward.
The Overview & Scrutiny Committee supported the recommendations in the
report and urged the Executive to progress them.
Councillors Falp, Grainger, Hales and Matecki emphasised the benefits of the
cross-party collaboration and thanked officers and the Portfolio Holder for
what had been achieved in a short period of time.
Councillor Rhead, the Portfolio Holder for Environment and Business, saw this
as the most important decision taken in his years of service as a District
Councillor, and emphasised how essential it was to develop a good
communications strategy. He then proposed the report as laid out.
Recommended to Council that
(1)

its conviction that there are real and present
dangers for the residents, communities,
businesses, and the environment of the District
arising from Climate Change, be reiterated. The
declared emergency requires clear, direct and
prompt action in response. The Council therefore
reiterates its commitment to achieve the Council’s
stated aim in summary of becoming a net zero
carbon organisation by 2025 and to facilitate
reducing the District’s carbon emissions as close
to zero by 2030;

(2)

the proposed Climate Emergency Action
Programme (CEAP) will also help to deliver other
important improvements to the quality of life in
the District by:
(a)
(b)

helping to reduce household energy bills and
fuel poverty by improving the energy
efficiency of houses;
helping to reduce congestion and improve air
quality by working formally with
Warwickshire County Council to agree a
resourced Sustainable Transport Strategy;
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(c)

helping to improve health and well-being
through better housing standards and
encouraging more active lifestyles;

(d)

helping to improve the natural ‘green’
environment by improving the area’s
biodiversity through tree planting and
creating new habitat areas; and

(e)

helping to improve the local economy and
create more jobs and businesses by helping
companies to reduce energy costs and
encouraging a cluster of “environmental
enhancing industries and companies” in the
District.

(3)

the significant organisational and financial task
that implementing the CEAP represents be
recognised, and as a consequence, a Climate
Action Fund (CAF) be created as a ring-fenced
account using the revenue generated by the
proposed additional Council Tax charge set out in
the report on the Budget for 2020/21, Minute
number 108;

(4)

subject to Council approval of recommendation
(3) above, each year within the Council’s accounts
and other annual reporting, that a full account be
given of the CAF as a ring fenced fund, setting out
its income and expenditure, actions and outcomes
so they can be reported to the public in an open
and transparent way;

(5)

(a) subject to the proposals relating to the
financing of the CEAP being agreed by Council
and the subsequent public Referendum, the
Work Packages 1 and 2 (WP1 and WP2) of
Appendix 2 to the report, relating to the
establishment of the Programme and to the
Council’s own carbon management plan, be
agreed as Part 2 of the CEAP, to be funded
from the CAF;
(b) if the funding proposal is not agreed, another
report be brought to the Executive and
Council exploring the feasibility of how/if Part
2 may be implemented;
(c) the revenue savings generated through this
part of the Action Plan be recycled into the
Climate Action Fund (CAF) every year;
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(6)

(a) subject to the proposals relating to the
financing of the CEAP being agreed by Council
and subsequent Public Referendum, Work
Package 3 of Appendix 2 as Part 3 of the CEAP
which sets out the planned next steps needed
to formulate a district wide action plan be
adopted and some interim steps be agreed,
with Appendix 3 containing examples of the
projects and actions to be considered; and
(b)

if the funding proposal is not agreed, then
another report be brought to the Executive
and Council exploring how/if Part 3 may be
implemented.

Resolved that
(1)

the progress regarding the status of the
recommendations agreed in the 13 November
2019 Executive report as set out at Appendix 1,
be noted, and the outstanding actions be taken
forward and considered as Part 1 of the CEAP;

(2)

the report by ATI attached as Appendix 2 to the
report forming the background to the Council’s
work and recommendations for it to implement,
be noted;

(3)

the Climate Emergency Working Party (CEWP)
continues, but as the Climate Emergency
Programme Board (CEPB) with the remit of:

(4)

(a)

recommending the steps to, and overseeing
the process of, partner, community and
business engagement in developing and
implementing Part 3 of the CEAP;

(b)

recommending to Executive and Council an
annual action plan and the allocation of
funding to particular actions;

(c)

monitoring and reporting progress on
implementing the whole CEAP on at least a
quarterly basis to Executive and Scrutiny
Committees and annually to Council, with the
public reports being made available on an
agreed periodic basis to inform the residents,
communities and businesses in the District of
progress towards the CEAP objectives;

the proposed CEPB be supported by an officer
Programme Director and Programme Team
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operating according to the Council’s usual
governance arrangements;
(5)

Formal Terms of Reference and Structure of the
above governance arrangements be presented to
the Executive for consideration by the end of
March 2020;

(6)

the wider Governance Structure illustrated in
Diagram 1 at paragraph 3.12 be considered by the
proposed CEPB and that it brings forward
proposals for consideration by the Executive by
the end of March 2020;

(7)

the proposed CEPB be asked to report in
recognition of (3) (a)above, before the end of
March 2020 on the proposals for the engagement
of the community, business and partners;

(8)

the proposed CEPB be asked upon the proposals
relating to the financing of the CEAP being agreed
by Full Council and subsequent Public
Referendum, to bring forward a report for
consideration by the Executive setting out the
proposed financial allocations to deliver year one
of the CEAP including proposals relating to the
additional officer resource and associated required
budget need to deliver the CEAP;

(9)

the proposed CEPB be asked to undertake a
review of all external funding opportunities to
supplement the Council’s own funding proposals to
tackle the Climate Emergency and to implement
the agreed CEAP be undertaken and support via
the proposed CEPB be offered to proposals to bid
for such identified funding;

(10) the proposed CEPB be asked to undertake a
systematic review of the totality of the Council’s
policies and services over the next five years to
ensure they are consistent with the intention of
the Council being a net-zero carbon organisation
by 2025 and to facilitate the District towards being
net-zero in carbon emissions by 2030;
(11) the content of the CEAP be communicated to the
community at large, businesses and to partner
organisations as a matter of urgency;
(12) the Housing Revenue Account Business Plan be
reviewed and brought to the Executive for
approval in March 2020 to include provision of
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circa £18m over the period up to 2030 to ensure
all the Council’s housing stock has a minimum
energy Performance Certificate (EPC) rating of C
and for any properties that cannot be brought up
to EPC C rating, for either technical reasons or at
an acceptable cost, to be subject to an options
appraisal through the Council’s Asset Management
Strategy; and
(13) the Executive formally asks Warwickshire County
Council to work with this Council to develop a
Sustainable Transport Strategy urgently and to
resource it appropriately; and in parallel, that this
Council instigates a Local Plan Review putting the
mitigation/prevention of the effects of climate
change at its heart.
(The Portfolio Holder for this item was Councillor Rhead)
Forward Plan reference 1,092
111.

Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) Fines and Surcharges
The Executive considered a report from Development Services. The
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) was adopted by Warwick District
Council in December 2017. The CIL Regulations provided for the addition of
surcharges and fines in the event of circumstances such as late payment or
non-completion of forms, and the report provided a mechanism for the
appropriate addition of such charges to CIL liabilities.
The CIL regulations made provisions for a range of surcharges and fines to
be applied to a CIL liability. These charges changed from time to time with
revisions of the CIL Regulations. However, the scale of charges was attached
as Appendix 1 the report.
The enforcement of an appropriate scale of charges was important for the
effective management of the CIL scheme, and would help ensure that there
was sufficient strength in the process to encourage reluctant applicants to
follow due process.
Should the revised regulations amend the scale of charges, then these would
take precedence and the information on the Council website would be
updated accordingly.
Any fines or surcharges applied and received would join other CIL liabilities
received and would be distributed as part of this, in line with the new
Infrastructure Funding Statement process.
In terms of alternative options, the Council could decide not to enforce the
adopted the surcharges but this would have removed the ability to issue
these to those who were not undertaking their CIL requirements.
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The Executive could decide not to delegate the requisite authority needed to
apply appropriate surcharges and fines to CIL liabilities. This meant that
Executive approval was required each time a surcharge or fine needed to be
applied, which was considered disproportionately time consuming and
inefficient.
Councillor Cooke, the Portfolio Holder for Development Services, proposed
the report as laid out.
Recommended to Council that
(1)

the addition of CIL regulations surcharges and
fines as set out at Appendix 1 to the report and
minutes, be approved; and

(2)

the Scheme of Delegation be amended to reflect
that authority be delegated to the Head of
Development Services, in consultation with the
Portfolio Holder for Development Services, to
apply fines and surcharges inline the CIL
Regulations as reflected in Appendix 1 to the
report.

(The Portfolio Holder for this item was Councillor Cooke)
Forward Plan Reference 1,094
112.

Information Governance Framework
The Executive considered a report from Democratic Services proposing
updates to the Information Governance Framework, associated policies and
documents adopted by Warwick District Council on 5 April 2018 in
preparation for the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
This followed a review that considered the introduction of Data Protection Act
2018 (DPA) and followed best practice and guidance issued by the
information Commissioner’s Office.
The review updated the Framework and documents to reflect best practice
guidance. A summary of the changes is set out below:
a) Information Governance Framework – changes to Appendix 1 to reflect
current policies and procedures;
b) Data Protection & Privacy Policy – update to make reference to the Data
Protection Act 2018 and minor changes to reflect best practice;
c) Information Access and Rights Policy – Update to make reference to
Environmental Information Regulation 2004 (EIR) and provide additional
information about policy requirements;
d) Information Security & Conduct Policy – changes to Appendix 1 to reflect
current policies and minor changes to clarify system owner and data
confidentiality; and
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e) Information Security Incidents Management Policy – Clarify process for
reporting, handling and investigating breaches of security and personal
data breach.
Overall, as part of the review, the review period for all policies had been
amended to every 23 months or more frequently where necessary. This
would allow for an early review if required, but otherwise allowed the policies
to remain in force for a reasonable period.
The Framework and associated policies were based on good practice issued
by the Information Commissioner’s Office and shared knowledge through
partnership, but also reflected the requirements placed on the Council by
GDPR and DPA.
The amendments to the scheme of delegation were proposed to reflect the
changes in statute and regulation to enable current working practices to
continue.
In terms of alternatives, the Executive could consider approving the
Information Governance Framework and policies with suitable amendments
but this was not recommended because these had been developed using
best practice and experience from other authorities.
Councillor Day, the Leader of the Council, proposed the report as laid out.
Resolved that
(1)

the Warwick District Council revised Information
Governance Framework attached as Appendix 1 to
the report, be approved;

(2)

the following policies, as set out in Appendices 2-5
to the report, be approved:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Data Protection & Privacy;
Information Access and Rights;
Information Security & Conduct;
Information Security Incident Management

Recommended to Council that the Constitution be
amended to reflect Delegation G (13) be revised and
read as follows: Make decisions under the provisions of
the General Data Protection Regulation and Data
Protection Act 2018.; so that it removes reference to
the Data Protection Act 1998.
(The Portfolio Holder for this item was Councillor Day)
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Part 2
(Items upon which a decision by the Council was not required)
113.

Review of Position in respect of the West Midlands Combined
Authority
The Executive considered a report from the Chief Executive. The report
reviewed the Council’s position in respect of membership of the West
Midlands Combined Authority (WMCA) and proposed that it was seeking
Observer status for year following, which it could either withdraw or proceed
to become a Non Constituent Authority member.
When the WMCA was set up in 2015/2016, this Council decided that it would
not join as it was not convinced of the benefits of such membership. This
Council was the only Council in the Coventry and Warwickshire Sub Region
that was not either a Constituent Member (Coventry) or a Non Constituent
Member – all other sub regional Councils. However, in reaction to the last
peer review, the Council agreed that it needed to formally review its position
as circumstances might have changed.
A Combined Authority was a legal entity where Councils could collaborate to
deal with strategic issues such a transport, economic development,
regeneration, housing, skills and other matters such as elements of the
environment and planning. It was not a unitary authority. The legal device
was used as the mechanism for the devolution of some powers and funding
from Central Government and had, with one exception, been accompanied by
the creation of a Mayoral post to provide a political focus for that devolution.
A Combined Authority had two categories of membership – Constituent
Members (CMs) which in the WMCA’s case were the Unitary Authorities of the
West Midlands – Birmingham, Coventry, Dudley, Sandwell, Solihull, Walsall
and Wolverhampton; and Non–Constituent Members (NCMs) which were the
two tier areas involved; in this case, Warwickshire County Council, all the
Districts of that County except Warwick District; and Redditch; Tamworth;
Cannock Chase from adjacent areas. Other Unitary Councils e.g. Telford,
Shropshire and Herefordshire also joined as Non Constituent Members or
Observers, as had some other organisations, including the Local Enterprise
Partnerships (LEPs) for Coventry and Warwickshire; Greater Birmingham and
Solihull and the Black Country; joined more recently by the Marches LEP.
In democratic terms, the Mayor only had authority over the Constituent
Member areas, even if the WMCA itself had wider coverage albeit that the
primary area it focused upon was the Constituent Members areas as required
by law. Therefore, the forthcoming Mayoral elections did not have an impact
on the District Council area, nor the power for an additional precept. It was
possible for a District Council to become a Constituent Member of a
Combined Authority, as was the case in Cambridgeshire, but was dependent
on either the County Council also becoming a Constituent Member or that it
sought the Transport powers of the County Council in order to be able to
join. It could not otherwise legally become a Constituent Member.
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It was timely to review this Council’s position as it had been a few years
since the WMCA was established and the benefits accruing to NCMs could be
considered; but also with a new Government in being, a new Devolution
white paper was to be published, with the government having promised to
devolve more, especially to established Mayoralties. There was a third area
to consider and that was the ability to influence. This was important in the
context of the Council’s new priorities and especially Climate Change.
In relation to Benefits Accrued, as part of the WMCA’s own work, some
evidence had been collected on the benefits accruing to NCM Councils. This
was set out in the slides at Appendix 1 to the report. It showed, for example,
that an early adopter, Nuneaton and Bedworth Borough Council, had
received a significant amount of funding towards its town centre
regeneration scheme. There were also benefits from the WMCA’s transport
card Sprint which had been extended to Leamington. Given the Council’s
ambitions, the ability to attract funds for some of its economic priorities e.g.
Creative Quarter and for promoting public transport was important.
Ironically, this District had benefited from WMCA investment in the UKBIC
site at Baginton but it could not be promoted as being in WDC owing to the
Council’s formal position, but instead, was promoted as being Coventry.
In terms of Devolution, the Government had made it clear that it would issue
a new Devolution White Paper and that Mayoral Authorities should expect to
receive enhanced powers and funding. Given that all the other Councils in
the sub-region were members in one form or another of the WMCA, it was
difficult to see another body which existed or was created just referring to
the Coventry and Warwickshire Sub Region. This was attempted previously
without success. Therefore, being part of an established body more likely to
receive devolved powers and funding could be crucial to achieving the
Council’s objectives especially around economic development, transport
investment and Climate Change.
For example, involvement at this time was highly timely to delivering
improvements to the communities around the Coventry and Warwickshire
Gateway if investment to re direct traffic away from Stoneleigh village, for
example, could be delivered; or, the Transport Strategy for the West
Midlands identified a need for a new rail station south of Coventry to serve
the University which would be significant for traffic movements and to
counter air pollution in Leamington if more movements were moved to rail
based journeys and away from diesel vehicles. As previously stated, a new
rail station would also serve the proposed Kings Hill development. This would
also be the opportunity to secure significant investment for the Creative
Quarter and further investment on battery development. The WDC area had
the opportunities and framework to make the most of the opportunities that
WMCA involvement could offer, though it needed to be recognised that these
might be medium/long term.
In relation to influence, it was often the case that it was soft power and
indirect influence rather than hard power of legal authority or financial
muscle that was important in achieving ambitions. The Council was
elsewhere on the agenda adopting an ambitious set of priorities for the next
few years and especially around Climate Change (Minute Number 110). It
was important for the Council to be able to influence other organisations in a
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variety of ways, and to do that, it had to be literally at the table for certain
discussions in order to exercise influence. The WMCA had powers relating to
transport and economic development; it had ambitions relating to Climate
Change; and these were not at odds with this Council’s position, and yet this
Council was not able to draw upon those powers or funding; or, to help set
the direction of that Authority as it might have wanted, because it was not at
the table. The consequence had been that the Council was marginalised by
its own absence in regional discussions, for example, that the UK Battery
Industrialisation Centre (UKBIC) was related to Coventry than to WDC. This
was not to say that the Council’s views would always be accepted and it
would be one voice amongst many, but it was very clear that non
participation did nothing to enhance the Council’s position or its credibility. In
fact, partners could not understand why an ambitious Council was in this
position.
However, recognising the Council’s previous reticence and recognising the
legal process to joining the WMCA, it was suggested that a “suck and see”
approach should be adopted. It could ask to become an Observer, which had
no formal status but gave the Council a seat at the table, and so the
opportunity for influence. Drawing down funds required Non –Constituent
Members membership but that, in any case, would need at least a year to be
undertaken. Consequently, this gave the Council an opportunity to
participate and then either withdraw or become a NCM.
In terms of alternative options, the only other option the Council could
consider was to not join as an Observer. Section 3 of the report considered
this option but suggested the Council had more to lose by not adopting the
recommended approach.
Councillor Day proposed the report as laid out.
Resolved that the Executive writes to seek Observer
status of the West Midlands Combined Authority with
the intention of reviewing its position by the end of
2020 and either withdrawing or becoming a Non
Constituent Authority member.
(The Portfolio Holders for this item were Councillor Day and Councillor Falp)
114.

Warwick District Creative Framework 2020 - 2025
The Executive considered a report from Cultural Services seeking the
Executive’s feedback and endorsement of the Warwick District Creative
Framework 2020 – 2025, a collaborative strategy for creative sector growth
attached as Appendix A to the report.
A number of recommendations were previously presented to Members on 6
March 2019 (Minute Number 159 - Arts Service Framework) which were
intended as a first step to allow the Council’s Arts Section to become more
strategic and outwardly focused. A key recommendation was to commission
a specialist consultancy company to complete a comprehensive impact study
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of Warwick District’s creative sector – with the aim of informing a new
creative strategy or ‘framework’. The Executive approved the funds to
resource an impact study of the District’s creative sector.
After a short procurement exercise, BOP Consulting were appointed to carry
out the study on behalf of the Council. BOP was an established, international
consultancy specialising in culture and the creative economy. BOP carried out
the study between April and July 2019. As part of the study, an online survey
was sent to over 400 creative businesses in the District. BOP also facilitated
workshops which were attended by representatives of various creative
organisations, artists and stakeholder groups including Leamington BID,
Warwick University, Coventry & Warwickshire Local Enterprise Partnership
(CWLEP), and Warwickshire County Council. Desktop research, analysis and
local context was provided by Professor Neelands and Professor Roper of
Warwick Business School.
BOP Consulting’s final report, ‘Warwick District’s Creative Sector: Analysis of
Impact and Strategy for Growth’ attached as Appendix B to the report,
concluded that the creative sector should be acknowledged as a priority for
Warwick District Council as there were significant and unique benefits to
residents and the local economy.
Warwick District’s first ever Creative Framework had been largely based
upon the findings of BOP’s report. It was also the outcome of engagement
with over 40 creative organisations over more than six months, which helped
to further refine the findings of the impact study. It was intended to offer a
collective vision for the creative communities to coalesce around and provide
participative ways for them to shape and influence how the sector was
defined in the future. It highlighted how the sector contributed to the identity
and prosperity of the District, identified opportunities for collaboration and
proposed ways in which stakeholders might support the creative industries to
continue to grow.
Warwick District’s creative sector was vibrant, varied and fundamental to the
economy of the region. The creative industries supported the wellbeing,
engagement and ambition of the District’s residents. The District’s impressive
cultural assets and events programmes attracted visitors to its towns and a
strong creative infrastructure enticed highly skilled people to relocate here to
work.
The District was home to a significant amount of creative organisations and
had many of the necessary elements to become a world class creative
cluster. Yet this had never been pursued through a dedicated growth
strategy. While there was an exciting period of opportunity for the creative
sector of the District, there were also warning signs that its growth was
beginning to slip backwards.
Given the significant strengths of the District’s creative sector and the range
of unique opportunities arising in the West Midlands over the following few
years, it was the right time to launch this framework. A refreshed
enthusiasm and momentum had been building in the region’s creative
communities for several years, which was becoming increasingly energised
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as the opportunities presented by Coventry City of Culture in 2021 and the
Commonwealth Games in 2022 approached.
It was recommended that Warwick District Council should continue to play a
part in the District’s creative fabric and that through the Creative Framework
it would embrace the sector’s ambition and work with partners to unlock the
potential of the creative industries.
As a first step towards delivering the objectives of this framework, it was
intended to develop a creative sector ‘compact’ to provide strategic, visible
leadership for the District’s creative industries as a collective. The compact
would bring together local partners with the passion to ‘make things happen’
and a shared interest in maximising the growth of the sector who would
champion the civic role of culture and creativity.
The leadership group would work together to create an action plan to
resource and deliver the priorities of the framework. Compact partners would
potentially include representatives from across the creative sector, business,
universities, local authorities, voluntary sector and CWLEP who were
stakeholders in delivering the vision of the Creative Framework:
“By 2025 Warwick District will have an established reputation as a thriving
creative cluster of national significance and be known for its distinctive blend
of rich cultural heritage and cutting edge creative companies.
Residents will feel pride in their local area and be inspired by shared cultural
experiences which celebrate the dynamic, innovative character of the district.
In five years’ time Warwick District will be experiencing the positive
economic and social benefits of creative regeneration. Our thriving,
interconnected creative sector will play a crucial role in the prosperity of the
area and support the ambition of Warwick District being the first choice for
people to live, work, and visit.”
The role of the Council was to provide support to the creative sector by
recognising its needs, connecting the various sub-sectors, enabling, and
facilitating growth. The Council would also offer long term oversight of the
framework which would ensure the survivability of its aims through changes
of policy and management within the various creative organisations and
stakeholders. Specifically, the Council would:
•

•
•
•

increase opportunities for residents and visitors to be inspired by,
experience and participate in high quality creative activities and events
by continuing to invest in and develop its own cultural facilities, open
spaces and events programmes;
identify opportunities and challenges, assist with setting direction and
maintaining oversight of progress towards goals by using the Framework;
continue efforts to attract national and regional investment in the
district’s creative sector and support external fundraising for projects and
initiatives;
move forward with delivering strategic initiatives such as Leamington’s
Creative Quarter and the Commonwealth Games;
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•
•

provide a strong evidence base for what works, why and what impact
was being achieved; and
advocate for the creative sector on a local, regional and national level
and promote its benefits.

The strategic priorities of the Framework were:


Engagement: to improve the quality of life for all residents of Warwick
District by diversifying the variety of cultural experiences and artistic
programmes; to increase opportunities for people to participate in, and
be inspired by, high quality creative activity.



Voice: to raise the District’s national and regional profile as a high quality
‘creative cluster’ and articulate the offer locally to residents, visitors,
investors and business - advocating how it contributed to health and
wellbeing, society and the economy.



Pathfinding: to improve co-ordination and awareness of opportunities by
fostering a culture of collaboration and communication. To support
creative organisations to be sustainable and financially resilient and
increase levels of inward investment. To attract and nurture exceptional
talent and to become a place where creative practitioners were welcomed
and supported to build sustainable careers.



Place-making: to incorporate culture and creativity into the way we design



Innovation: to attract innovative companies to the area and encourage

and use our public spaces and use the creative sector to revitalise and
enhance our town centres; to protect, preserve and grow our historic
architecture, heritage and cultural venues.

existing innovators to use their skills and knowledge to introduce new
ways of thinking and address challenges within the sector; to tangibly
connect the ‘digital’ strength of the district with cultural organisations to
create original ways of engaging with creativity.
In terms of alternatives, no alternative options had been considered.
Councillor Grainger, the Portfolio Holder for Culture, proposed the report as
laid out.
Resolved that
(1)

the Warwick District Creative Framework, 2020 –
2025, be approved and endorsed; and

(2)

the significant contribution that the creative sector
makes in fulfilling the Council’s economic and
social goals, be noted.

(The Portfolio Holder for this item was Councillor Grainger)
Forward Plan reference 1,090
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115.

Future Funding for Warwick Tourist Information Centre
The Executive considered a report from Development Services outlining the
Business Plan provided by Warwick Visitor Information Centre (VIC), in
conjunction with Warwick Town Council, which set out the ambition, aims
and objectives for the period 2020 – 2023.
Having considered the Business Plan, the Executive needed to decide
whether to continue ongoing financial support to the Warwick VIC, enabling
the centre to continue to provide a valuable visitor experience in the town of
Warwick.
At the Executive meeting in January 2017, the Head of Development
Services, in consultation with the Business Portfolio Holder was delegated
authority to re-negotiate and agree the payment of the Tourism Grant to
Warwick Town Council as a contribution to the running costs of Warwick VIC
up to a maximum of £25,000 per annum.
Following that meeting, the original funding was reduced from £40,000 per
annum (which included £15,000 per annum for staffing resources in relation
to the Leamington VIC), to £25,000 per annum. As part of the negotiations,
Warwick VIC produced a three-year Business Plan designed to outline their
use of the Warwick District Council grant along with the financial breakdown
of other contributions to the associated running costs of Warwick VIC.
Officers continued to work in close liaison with Warwick VIC and Warwick
Town Council throughout the period of the previous Business Plan to provide
advice, support and guidance (where needed) in improving the visitor
experience at Warwick VIC and to monitor footfall in terms of visitor
numbers.
As the current Business Plan expired at the end of the financial year, officers
requested a new Business Plan to support the aspirations of Warwick VIC and
the financial contribution form Warwick District Council going forward. The
Business Plan was attached at Appendix 1 to the report.
Financial support for Warwick VIC had been in place for many years in order
to ensure that there remained a positive visitor experience and to ensure the
future of tourism activities in Warwick Town, recognising that Warwick was a
major tourist destination within the District.
The revised Business Plan attached at Appendix 1 to the report set out the
financial breakdown in terms of the overall operating costs for the Warwick
VIC, demonstrating the dependency of the Warwick District Council
contribution which was set at £25,000 per annum. Consideration was also
given to the fact that, as a District, Warwick District Council was a more
expensive location to be based within and, in offering this policy, sought to
ensure that it remained competitive and clearly appeared to be ‘businessfriendly’ and ‘welcoming.’
It was clear that the withdrawal of the current grant would present Warwick
Town Council with a financial pressure in terms of future operation of
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Warwick VIC and would pose a significant threat to the ongoing operation of
the VIC.
Tourism was a major contributor to the economy in the District, generating
in excess of £304million to the local economy in 2018 and supporting over
5,200 jobs in the sector. It was clear that Warwick VIC provided a valuable
service to visitors to the town and the footfall and other visitor usage of the
VIC figures over 2018 and 2019 were shown in a table at Section 3.11 in the
report.
In addition, Warwick VIC hosted a website providing information and
guidance to visitors in terms of local tourist attractions, associated
businesses, accommodation and food and drink outlets. This was designed to
drive footfall into the town from overseas and domestic visitors attracted
primarily by the castle but in a concerted effort to promote the wider tourism
offering of the town of Warwick. An analysis of website “hits” is shown
below:
Year
Month
Visits
Year
Month
Visits
2019 Jan
4718
2018 Jan
4709
2019 Feb
5276
2018 Feb
4595
2019 Mar
5948
2018 Mar
4857
2019 Apr
7034
2018 Apr
5522
2019 May
7831
2018 May
6571
2019 June
6139
2018 June
6046
2019 July
7218
2018 July
6697
2019 Aug
8110
2018 Aug
8199
2019 Sept
5733
2018 Sept
5296
2019 Oct
5739
2018 Oct
5708
2019 Nov
4778
2018 Nov
5192
2019 Dec
3832
2018 Dec
4071
72356
58200
There was an ongoing working relationship between officers of Warwick
District Council and Warwick Town Council and Warwick VIC, specifically
through the Strategic Economic Development Officer, the VIC Manager and
Town Clerk. This ongoing dialogue proved successful in creating a meaningful
collaboration between the different stakeholders.
Given that a considerable level of financial support to Warwick VIC was
provided, it was felt prudent that WDC officers would continue to meet on a
regular basis with the VIC manager and the Town Clerk to review progress
against the Business Plan and provide relevant advice, assistance and
signposting to other organisations in order to optimise the use and
effectiveness of the VIC.
This ongoing liaison and monitoring would ensure that the funding was being
utilised with specific aims of improving the visitor experience and sustaining
the economic benefits of the tourism industry in the Town of Warwick.
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Whilst there were no specific KPIs being put in place, as this could leave the
Council open to a procurement challenge on the basis that the funding
arrangement could constitute a formal contract for services, the purpose of
the grant funding was that it would be utilised in relation to tourism and
visitor activities provided by the Warwick VIC and the ongoing liaison and
monitoring processes would ensure this was the case.
In terms of alternatives, there was the option not to approve the continued
financial contribution of £25,000 and utilise this internally in order to provide
an alternative method of support for tourism in the Town of Warwick. This
option was not supported as it was recognised by Visit England, the national
Destination Management Organisation, that the existence of tailored,
physical and bespoke tourism information within major tourist location sites
was one the vital components in terms of the visitor experience, essential to
most, if not all, overseas tourists. Whilst there was an increase in on-line
tourism and tourism-related activity, the existence of face to face local
expertise remained a valuable asset to the industry on a local basis.
Councillor Rhead, the Portfolio Holder for Environment and Business,
emphasised the benefits brought by the recommendations and proposed the
report as laid out, subject to a correction to the third paragraph under
“Recommendations” on page 2 of the report, to replace 2.2 with 2.3.
Resolved that
(1)

the contents of the new Business Plan for the
Warwick VIC and its aspirations for the period
2020 – 2023, be noted;

(2)

the continued funding of the Warwick VIC in the
amount of £25,000 per annum for a further threeyear period from 2020/21 to 2022/23, be
approved; and

(3)

officers working in conjunction with Warwick Town
Council to assist with and monitor the outcomes
and objectives as set out in the Business Plan and
that relevant support, be agreed, and guidance be
provided as part of the Council’s ongoing liaison
with Warwick VIC.

(The Portfolio Holder for this item was Councillor Rhead)
Forward Plan Reference 1,097
116.

Discretionary Business Rates Relief as a Tool for Business Growth
and Inward Investment
The Executive considered a report from Development Services seeking the
agreement of a policy for incentivising the District’s inward investment
activities through discretionary business rates relief following the
consultation exercise, and seeking to agree a pilot of the policy for up to a
12-month period to allow officers to monitor and evaluate the success of the
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policy in attracting inward investment, and the financial impact of the policy
on the Business Rates Retention scheme for Warwick District Council.
This policy was originally presented to the Executive in draft format at their
31 October 2018 meeting. At that meeting, the draft policy was approved for
a three-month period of formal consultation to take place with the business
community. The policy was to be revised in accordance with any appropriate
suggestions made from the consultation exercise and presented back to the
Executive for final approval.
The current version of the policy attached at Appendix 1 to the report took
into account of the comments received following the formal consultation
exercise, as well as further internal consultation with relevant officers from
Finance and the Portfolio Holder for Environment and Business. In addition,
advice was sought from Warwickshire Legal Services who had approved the
policy in this form.
Appendix 2 to the report showed the comments that were received from the
consultation respondents. Overall, the feedback from the external
consultation was broadly supportive of the concept of such a policy.
However, one responder did not believe that the introduction of this policy
was required for Warwick District as inward investment into the District was
already very healthy in comparison to other districts in the County of
Warwickshire.
Summarising the primary observations from respondents, the following
points were most prevalent from the consultation:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There was no requirement for such an incentive as Warwick District was
one of the most sought after areas for inward investment in the County.
The rateable value was set at too high a level, aimed only at big
businesses and did not provide any support for small business to invest
in the area.
The high rateable value threshold did not provide any support for the
small retail outlets.
The Policy objectives and the eligibility criteria in the policy needed to
include a requirement for businesses to reduce their carbon footprint and
achieve climate change targets.
The proposed scheme would not protect the interests of local taxpayers
as stated in the policy objectives.
Businesses locating to a building with a rateable value of £75,000 or over
were likely to be less incentivised by this scheme due to their likely scale.
The requirement to report on compliance to the eligibility criteria from
successful applicants in six months was too short a timescale.
Reviewing the policy after 12 months might again be too short a
timescale for meaningful impacts and success criteria to be gathered.
Clawback should not be sought from genuinely failing businesses.

In response to the consultation, the following would be considered in relation
to the original draft policy:
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•

•

•

•

•

If approved, during the pilot of the scheme, officers would consider if six
months was, in fact, proving too short a timescale to report on
compliance. If it was felt that this was the case, then this requirement
would be removed/amended at the inception of a permanent scheme.
At this time, it was not felt appropriate that the rateable threshold value
should be lowered. The success of the pilot, if approved, would consider
this in terms of the analysis of its success in attracting inward investment
to the area.
In response to the comment in the consultation and in line with the
Warwick District Council Climate Emergency, sustainability requirements
were added as part of the qualifying criteria for applicants to satisfy in
order to take advantage of the scheme. There were a number of
suggested sustainable business practices by way of examples included in
Appendix 3 to the report. Each case would be considered on its merits
and this list served as a guide only. If approved, the pilot of the scheme
would evaluate the viability of this requirement and in what ways it could
be measured in terms of compliance.
During internal consultation, officers raised concerns that the total “pot”
(previously £500,000) that had been set aside for this scheme might
have been fully spent if applications were received from large industrial
units such as B1, B2, B8 which attracted very high rateable values, such
as those being planned at Spa Park. In response to this, the total level of
the fund was increased to £1million.
As described below, in relation to recommendation 2.2 in the report,
officers would closely monitor the levels of award in relation to the
number and value of the applications and bring a further report back to
the Executive after the proposed pilot, with further information in respect
of this revised total. The anticipated return on the initial investment in
respect of providing new and expanding businesses into the District
would be the longer term increase in the business rates base following
the increased inward investment.

This policy was developed and consulted on in response to the growing
demand from new businesses to provide them with support in moving into
the District or in assisting existing businesses to expand here.
Consideration was also given to the fact that Warwick District was a more
expensive location to be based within and, in offering this policy, it was
sought to ensure that the District remained competitive and clearly appeared
to be ‘business-friendly’ and ‘welcoming.’
Following internal and external consultation, it was proposed to launch the
policy, as it stood, for up to a 12-month period so as to allow for detailed
monitoring and analysis of the impacts. Officers wished to monitor the
number of applications for the relief and the number of successful
applications in relation to the current criteria. Officers equally wished to
monitor the reasons and rationale for applications which were rejected due
to non-compliance with the current criteria, and to assess whether there was
a need to alter those criteria in order to maximise the benefits of this policy
to businesses and to maximise inward investment and business expansion in
the District.
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This analysis, following a meaningful pilot, would indicate whether or not this
policy was the most appropriate mechanism to offer that support to
businesses looking to locate into or expand within the District. In addition,
the analysis would consider the actual cost of the scheme in respect of the
impact on the Council’s income from Business Rates Retention Volatility
Reserve. Following consultation, there was an overall limit set at £1million
for the total amount of Business Rate Relief to be awarded during the pilot.
Officers needed to consider if this limit was too low or too high in terms of
the financial cost to the Council, along with any potential adverse impact this
had in terms of preventing inward investment from businesses once the limit
had been reached.
By way of an illustration of a potential issue with the proposed £1million
limit; with the (2019/20) Business Rates standard multiplier at £0.504 per
rateable value, an applicant with a rateable value of £1,984,000 would use
up the whole of the £1million budget in one application. Some of the new,
larger, currently unrated properties in the District that could be eligible if
occupied, could easily command rateable values in excess of £1million, which
would see a substantial percentage of the budget used in just one or two
applications.
A report would be brought back to Executive, including the results of the
monitoring as described above, to allow for consideration of the success and
impact of the policy. This would then facilitate consideration on the choices
available in terms of continuing the scheme, amending the scheme or
withdrawing the scheme.
From April 2021, the system of Business Rates Retention was expected to be
altered significantly. The impact of these changes was not yet known. It was
likely that the changes could have an impact on this scheme in terms of
affordability to the Council. In bringing the results of the pilot back to the
Executive, coupled with the details of the expected revised Business Rates
Retention scheme, this would allow for consideration of the future viability of
the scheme.
In terms of alternatives, there was an option to implement a policy without a
pilot period. This was not recommended, given that this was a new approach
for WDC to take. A trial implementation period would provide the most
suitable level of control and evaluation of the policy so that the true
effectiveness could be determined.
There was also an option to not put forward a draft policy for discussion and
consideration by the Executive. Following discussions between Officers, it
was felt that the Executive ought to have considered the draft policy and
confirm a position on the adoption of such a policy which carried a
considerable financial cost for the Council.
The Finance & Audit Scrutiny Committee supported the recommendation in
the report.
Councillor Rhead proposed the report as laid out.
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Resolved that
(1)

the policy as attached as Appendix 1 to the report
be launched as a pilot scheme for up to a 12month period to allow for officers to monitor and
analyse the impact, success and costs of the
scheme during that period, be approved; and

(2)

the results of the pilot, once completed and
analysed, be brought back to Executive, and
consideration be given to the scheme being
adopted formally at that time, dependent upon
those results, be agreed.

(The Portfolio Holder for this item was Councillor Rhead)
Forward Plan Reference 991
117.

Annual Review of Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act (RIPA)
Policy
The Executive considered a report from Finance. The Regulation of
Investigatory Powers Act 2000 (RIPA) provided the circumstances in which a
local authority might use surveillance techniques in order to prevent and
detect crime. Each local authority should have had a policy in place, which
set out the circumstances in which these powers might be used and the
procedure to be followed.
Although the Policy was not envisaged to require updating in 2020, it needed
to be approved by Members.
The policy was updated in the previous year to incorporate legislative
changes and to provide more specific details in respect of the Court process
for the approval of RIPA requests by a Justice of the Peace. An appendix was
also added to the policy, covering the use of social media and setting out the
circumstances when a RIPA authorisation would be required.
Councillor Hales, the Portfolio Holder for Finance, thanked the Audit and Risk
Manager for his hard work and proposed the report as laid out.
Resolved that the Council’s Regulation of Investigatory
Powers Policy, be agreed.

(The Portfolio Holder for this item was Councillor Day and Councillor Hales)
Forward Plan Reference 1,052
118. Warwick Castle Masterplan
The Executive considered a report from Development Services. The
Warwick District Local Plan 2011-2029 was adopted in September 2017.
Policy CT6 required Warwick Castle to produce a Masterplan to set the
guiding principles of any future applications.
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Warwick Castle had developed and consulted upon a Masterplan, the final
draft of which was included as Appendix 1 to the report. This included a
summary of the consultation responses.
Members were reminded that the report did not seek to adopt this
Masterplan in full. Instead, the Council was only endorsing Chapter 7,
shown as Appendix 2 to the report, and in doing so, approving Chapter 7 as
Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) to inform future development
proposals at Warwick Castle. It should be noted that there were no set
criteria for the extent of public consultation for an SPG, and so the reach
and extent of the public consultation undertaken by the Castle was
appropriate.
The final Masterplan was reviewed by the Conservation and Planning Policy
teams, who both considered the Guiding Principles contained in Chapter 7
as appropriate and reasonable.
All future applications at the Castle would continue to need to respond to all
relevant national and local policies, as well as conform with the Guiding
Principles.
As the Council was not approving the whole Masterplan document, (only the
Principles as set out in Chapter 7 of the report, and provided separately as
Appendix 2 to the report), Members noted that the potential projects
included in the wider Masterplan were not being endorsed, and would be
subject to the appropriate planning process in due course.
In terms of alternatives, the Executive could decide not to adopt the
Guiding Principles as set out in the Warwick Castle Masterplan. However,
given that they were a requirement of Policy CT6 and provided some clarity
relating to the future development of Warwick Castle, and had been
consulted upon publicly and had met with approval from Conservation and
Planning Policy, this option was dismissed.
An addendum circulated prior to the meeting advised of an additional
paragraph at Page 73, under the heading “Guiding Principles” after point 7,
to read:
“8. Whilst recognising that maintaining and managing integrity and
significance of the heritage assets is a priority, consideration will be given
to the environmental sustainability of any proposal, including the potential
to achieve carbon neutral development”.
Councillor Cooke emphasised that any planning applications coming forward
would be subject to the usual consultation and determination process. He
then proposed the report and addendum as laid out, subject to the
amendment to Page 73 as detailed above and in the addendum.
Resolved that
(1) the content of the attached Masterplan attached
as Appendix 1 to the report, be noted; and
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(2)

the Guiding Principles set out in Chapter 7 of the
Masterplan attached as Appendix 2 to the report,
to inform future development at Warwick Castle in
line with Local Plan Policy CT6, be agreed, subject
to an amendment as advised in the addendum, to
add a paragraph at Page 73, under the heading
“Guiding Principles” after point 7, to read:
“8. Whilst recognising that maintaining and
managing integrity and significance of the
heritage assets is a priority, consideration will be
given to the environmental sustainability of any
proposal, including the potential to achieve carbon
neutral development”.

(The Portfolio Holder for this item was Councillor Cooke)
Forward Plan Reference 1,023
119.

Racing Club Warwick – Lease Extension
The Executive considered a report from Cultural Services. Members were
reminded that the Council was working in partnership with Racing Club
Warwick (RCW) to secure funding from the Football Foundation to improve
the facilities at the club at Townsend Meadow. Racing Club Warwick had a
lease with the Council for the site which expired in 2034.
One of the criteria for organisations to apply to the Football Foundation for
funding was that an applicant must either own the land or have a lease for a
minimum of 21 years. Whilst Warwick District Council (WDC) was the lead
applicant in the construction phase, once the construction had been
completed, the lead applicant would change from WDC to RCW for the
delivery of the Development Plan. Racing Club Warwick had only 14 years
remaining on their lease and not the 21 years required. Therefore, the report
sought to approve an extension to the lease.
WDC would be the lead applicant for the construction phase of the project.
This allowed the cost of the project to be reduced due to the Council being
able to recover the VAT. Without this advantage, the project would not have
been financially viable. Once the construction phase had been completed, the
lead applicant role would change to RCW as they were better placed and had
the expertise to deliver the Football Development Plan for the following 10
years as required by the Football Foundation. At this point, RCW would need
to have a lease for a minimum of 21 years to meet the Football Foundation
criteria. The extension year would need to coincide with the completion of
the artificial pitch, which was expected to be 2020, but could be subject to
delay, therefore maybe the following year.
The Football Development Plan was an agreement between the Football
Foundation and the football club, which detailed how the club would use the
3G pitch over the next 20 years to support the club’s progression and also
improve the football experience available for the wider community by
providing access to the new artificial pitch for community use, including
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women’s football, disabled football and youth football. Racing Club Warwick
was best placed to deliver this element of the agreement and therefore
would assume the lead role once the new facilities were completed and ready
to be used.
The report described the proposed arrangement as a lease ‘extension’, which
was a term used for reasons of simplicity. However, strictly speaking,
extending the term of an existing lease such as this would create a number
of legal difficulties, which were best avoided. Therefore, it was proposed that
the same end result should be achieved by granting the club what was
known by lawyers as a ‘reversionary’ lease for seven years so they had the
required 21 years in total. A reversionary lease was a lease which was
completed, but would not come into force until a specified date in the future
(in this case, the date on which the club’s current lease expired). References
in the report to a lease extension should be interpreted as referring to the
grant of the reversionary lease. Granting a seven-year lease was compliant
with the requirements of the Warwick District Council Act 1984 which
imposed restrictions on the term of leases which could be granted in this
case. The proposal was also in accordance with the Master Plan developed
for the future use of St. Mary’s Lands.
In terms of other options, if Racing Club Warwick were not granted the lease
extension, then the alternative would be for Warwick District Council to
remain the lead applicant for the project, meaning that they would be
responsible for delivering the Development Plan. This arrangement was not
recommended as it would require the Council to work in parallel with Racing
Club Warwick on such operational matters as pitch bookings, marketing, and
with local football teams wishing to use the new pitch. Racing Club Warwick
were far better placed to take on this role, and had the appropriate people to
undertake this role. The Sports Team in Cultural Services did not have the
staff resources to undertake this role in the future.
Councillor Grainger proposed the report as laid out.
Resolved that an extension of the Club’s Lease of
Land and Premises at Townsends Meadow,
Hampton Road (Racing Club Warwick) so that they
will be entitled to remain until 2041, be approved.
(The Portfolio Holder for this item was Councillor Grainger)
Forward Plan Reference 1,112
120.
a)

General Reports
Rural / Urban Capital Improvement Scheme (RUCIS) Application
The Executive considered a report from Finance providing details of three
Rural/Urban Capital Improvement Scheme grant applications:
1)

Leamington Cricket Club to refurbish both the gents’ and ladies’ toilets,
to include: remove existing toilets and replace with new water saving
toilets, replace taps on existing sinks with new eco models, replace the
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existing hand dryers with new energy saving eco models, remove
existing vinyl flooring and replace with new non-slip flooring and paint
throughout.
2)

Leamington Rugby Football Club to install two new pitch shelters and
septic tank and carry out lounge improvements to include; install an
internal sliding partition into the lounge area, extend the existing outside
seating space linking this with the use of double glazed opening
conservatory style doors, replace rotten windows throughout the
clubhouse and install adequate alarm security.
Shrewley Parish Parents to install a new playground in the grounds of
Shrewley Village Hall.

The Council operated a scheme to award Capital Improvement Grants to
organisations in rural and urban areas. The grants recommended were in
accordance with the Council’s agreed scheme and would provide funding to
help the projects progress.
All three projects contributed to the Council’s Fit for the Future Strategy:
1) Leamington Cricket Club – without the cricket club, there would be fewer
opportunities for the community to enjoy and participate in sports
activities, which could potentially result in disengaging and weakening
the community, and an increase in anti-social behaviour and obesity. The
project work would update and modernise the club’s toilet facilities,
which would allay any health & safety concerns and would save on
current drainage and plumbing maintenance costs, which in turn would
enable the club to keep membership and hire fees as low as possible. The
project was also an opportunity to help the environment/climate change
through the installation of water saving toilets and taps and eco-friendly
hand dryers.
2) Leamington RFC - without the club, there would be fewer opportunities
for the community to enjoy and participate in sports activities, which
could potentially result in disengaging and weakening the community,
and an increase in anti-social behaviour and obesity (including in
children). The project would increase opportunities to participate in social
and community activities/events, which would further strengthen and
engage the community. Without the project, the septic tank wouldn’t be
replaced and besides, not conforming to government regulations, it
would also mean a reduction in opportunities to participate and enjoy
sporting and social activities as there would be occasions where the
clubhouse would have to close to maintain the current tank which was at
the end-of-life. Replacing the septic tank would also reduce maintenance
costs, which in turn would enable the club to keep membership and hire
fees as low as possible.
3) Shrewley Parish Parents - there were no children’s playground facilities in
Shrewley; the project would deliver this facility, which would help to
reduce disadvantage in a rural area, anti-social behaviour and obesity in
children. The project would also increase opportunity for physical activity
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and would help to further strengthen and engage the community by
providing a focal point in the village for families to gather and strengthen
their support networks. There were also opportunities for more local
people to get involved in volunteering to support the project and, once
the playground was in place, through joining the maintenance rota to
help take care of the site and equipment in the years to come.
In terms of alternatives, the Council had only a specific capital budget to
provide grants of this nature and therefore there were no alternative sources
of funding if the Council was not to provide funding for Rural/Urban Capital
Improvement Schemes.
Another alternative was that Members could choose not to approve the grant
funding, or to vary the amount awarded.
Councillor Hales proposed the report as laid out.
Resolved that
1)

a Rural/Urban Capital Improvement Grant be
approved for:
(a)

Leamington Cricket Club of 80% of the total
project costs to refurbish both the gents and
ladies’ toilets, to include: removing existing
toilets and replacing with new water saving
toilets, replacing taps on existing sinks with
new eco models, replacing the existing hand
dryers with new energy saving eco models,
remove existing vinyl flooring and replacing
with new non-slip flooring and paint
throughout up to a maximum of £4,496
including vat, subject to receipt of the
following:
(i)

(b)

Written confirmation from Leamington
Town Council to approve a capital grant
of £500 (if the application is declined or
a reduced amount is offered the budget
shortfall will be covered by Leamington
Cricket Club’s cash reserves which have
been evidenced through their annual
accounts and the provision of recent
bank statements), as supported by
Appendix 1 to the report;

Leamington RFC of 39% of the total project
costs to install two new pitch shelters and
septic tank and carry out lounge
improvements to include: install an internal
sliding partition into the lounge area, extend
the existing outside seating space linking this
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with the use of double glazed opening
conservatory style doors, replace rotten
windows throughout the clubhouse and
install adequate alarm security, up to a
maximum of £28,000 including vat, subject
to receipt of the following:
(i)

(c)

Written confirmation from Old Milverton
& Blackdown Parish Council to approve
a capital grant of £100 (if the
application is declined or a reduced
amount is offered the budget shortfall
will be covered by Leamington RFC’s
cash reserves which have been
evidenced through their annual
accounts and the provision of recent
bank statements), as supported by
Appendix 2 to the report;

Shrewley Parish Parents of 50% of the total
project costs to install a new playground in
the grounds of Shrewley Village Hall, up to a
maximum of £16,283 including vat, subject
to receipt of the following:
(i)

Written confirmation from Garfield
Weston Foundation to approve a capital
grant of £8,782 (or an alternative grant
provider if the application is declined or
a reduced amount is offered); and

(ii)

Written confirmation that insurance
cover has been taken out to cover the
new facility, as supported by Appendix 3
to the report.

(The Portfolio holder for this item was Councillor Hales)
Forward Plan Reference 1,101
b) Significant Business Risk Register
The Executive considered a report from Finance setting out the latest version
of the Council’s Significant Business Risk Register for review by the
Executive. It was drafted following a review by the Council’s Senior
Management Team and the Leader of the Council.
The report sought to assist Members fulfil their role in overseeing the
organisation’s risk management framework. A very useful source of guidance
on the responsibilities of Members and officers with regard to risk
management came from the Audit Commission in its management paper,
“Worth the risk: improving risk management in local government”:
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“Members need to determine within existing and new leadership structures
how they will plan and monitor the council’s risk management arrangements.
They should:
1) decide on the structure through which risk management will be led and
monitored;
2) consider appointing a particular group or committee, such as an audit
committee, to oversee risk management and to provide a focus for the
process;
3) agree an implementation strategy;
4) approve the council’s policy on risk (including the degree to which the
council is willing to accept risk);
5) agree the list of most significant risks;
6) receive reports on risk management and internal control – officers should
report at least annually, with possibly interim reporting on a quarterly
basis;
7) commission and review an annual assessment of effectiveness: and
8) approve the public disclosure of the outcome of this annual assessment,
including publishing it in an appropriate manner.
The role of senior officers is to implement the risk management policy agreed
by members.
It is important that the Chief Executive is the clear figurehead for
implementing the risk management process by making a clear and public
personal commitment to making it work. However, it is unlikely that the chief
executive will have the time to lead in practice and, as part of the planning
process, the person best placed to lead the risk management implementation
and improvement process should be identified and appointed to carry out
this task. Other people throughout the organisation should also be tasked
with taking clear responsibility for appropriate aspects of risk management in
their area of responsibility.”
The Finance & Audit Scrutiny Committee asked for the Executive to review
Risk 16 for climate change, in light of the declared climate change
emergency and associated report, because it had a risk score of a low
likelihood and low impact.
The Committee also asked that in future, Risk Registers should show an
indicative timeframe for completion of actions listed within the mitigation.
Councillor Day welcomed the comments from the Finance & Audit Scrutiny
Committee especially regarding Risk 16, and asked that this be changed with
immediate effect. He then proposed the report as laid out.
Resolved that
(1)

the Significant Business Risk Register Attached at
Appendix 1 to the report, be noted; and

(2)

the emerging risks identified in section 10 of the
report, be noted.
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(The Portfolio Holder for this item was Councillor Day)
Forward Plan Reference 1,050
121.

Public and Press
Resolved that under Section 100A of the Local
Government Act 1972 that the public and press be
excluded from the meeting for the following item by
reason of the likely disclosure of exempt information
within the paragraph of Schedule 12A of the Local
Government Act 1972, following the Local Government
(Access to Information) (Variation) Order 2006, as set
out below.
Minute
Nos.
123

Para
Nos.
2

122, 124

3

Reason
Information which is likely
to reveal the identity of an
individual
Information relating to the
financial or business affairs
of any particular person
(including the authority
holding that information)

The items below were considered in confidential session and the full details
of these were included in the confidential minutes of this meeting.
Part 1
(Items upon which a decision by Council was required)
122. Purchase of Land for Affordable Housing – Europa Way, Warwick
The Executive considered a confidential report from Housing Services.
The Finance & Audit Scrutiny Committee supported the recommendations in
the report.
The recommendations in the report were approved.
(The Portfolio Holder for this item was Councillor Matecki)
Forward Plan Reference 1,109
Part 2
(Items upon which a decision by Council was not required)
123.

Urgent Decision made under Delegation CE(16)i & C3(4)
The Executive considered a confidential report from Human Resources.
The recommendations in the report were approved.
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(The Portfolio Holder for this item was Councillor Day)
Forward Plan Reference 1,111
124.

Minutes
The confidential minutes of 18 December 2019 were approved and signed by
the Chairman as a correct record.

(The meeting ended at 7:23pm)

CHAIRMAN
18 March 2020
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